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Stars Afar
by BabylonLust

Summary

Set in 44 BC: Amelia Watson (Hololive), a holocaust survivor, travels back in time to ruin
God's plan as retribution, bringing chaos to all of heaven, hell and earth.

http://archiveofourown.org/users/BabylonLust/pseuds/BabylonLust


Prologue (800 Words)

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

"Gabriel, [הסטן], Azrael, Uriel, they’re all here!"

Blue shudders while wind flutters his blindfolds.

"Odin! Settle your presence in the present!"

A woman in Green screams at a fool in Blue.

Earth quivers as clouds above shiver with vigor.

Green's skin frantically drowns from brown to white as heaven's light sets its frightful sight
upon night.

Above, a martyred sky parted and chartered dozens of glorious starlets.

Sapphire: "They’re (Cherubim), Freyja. We need to run. Now!"

These two (Nephilim) flew and saw a mass amass a pass of glass; they were mighty beings of
light the likes of which are unlike any blights in their sight.

A maelstrom flings from an immense cloud of flashing lightning while surrounded by
brilliant blazes. The center of the fire resembles glowing metal, in the inferno were what
looked like four living creatures.

In appearance their form was human, but each of them had four faces and four wings. Their
legs were straight like those of a calf and gleamed like burnished bronze while their human
hands were hidden under their four wings.

While Lapis and Jade are distracted, Amelia Watson slides on the permafrost mattress right to
Subaru Natsuki's side while his grip tightens around the young comatose Beatrice as a
luminous violet tint radiates from her body.

Debris once belonging to Roswaal's mansion laced the chalk canvas of their surroundings.

As fire blazes to the whistling breeze, the three position themselves comfortably into this
foamy crease.

Vitriol and Malachite then turn their focus right back to the three and spoke in unison:

"Look at what you did! Now all of paradise has come to judge you for your sins!"

Amelia Watson, the yellow detective then spouts:



"I have no sin… If you'd only understand my struggles."

Green demeans the fiend:

"Do you have any idea what it took to track you down?!"

Blue clues in:

"We first intercepted you in 1936, then you fled to 1914 before completely disappearing.
Now you're here in 44 BC."

Yellow bellows:

"I will save Julius Caesar! Kill Arminius in Teutoburg! I'll stop both world wars! I'll save
them all and you will not stop me!"

Green meeds the team with screams:

"You typhlotic mole rat! Thanks to you, magic now exists, dinosaurs persist and there are
literal furries bouldering on top of themselves in dank oodles of mentally deficient ova!"

The conversation then devolves into streams of incoherent screams.

Subaru Natsuki ignores the dispute while solemnly gazing at the unconscious young girl
woven into his arms.

"I'm sorry Beatrice."

The whisper lodges into her ears as he leans in to smooch her forehead.

That's when the hasidic screeches came:

"!קדוש! קדוש! קדוש יהוה צבאות מלא כל הארץ כבודו!"

/Translation: Holy! Holy! Holy is the lord of hosts; all the earth is full of His glory!/

Above him were (Seraphim), each with six wings: With two wings they covered their faces,
with two they covered their feet, and with two they were flying.

Subaru Natsuki evaporates the moistures in his throat as his vociferous scream curdles blood.

An amphitheater of burning serpents forms as they ensphere these principalities.

Surmounting calluses of frost reached its zenith and disperse legions beneath with draconian
vortexes.

"Freyja! It's time to go!"

Cerulean hollers a plea towards Beryl, who turns back to face Amelia Watson:

"You will fix this timeline."



They disappeared before glaciers and icebergs envelop the earth.

Only a cave remains to hoard the three:

Purple, Yellow, Pink all showered in white;

Calla Lily, Daffodil, Cherry: Tall flowers in height;

Subaru with Watson and Beatrice all cower in fright.

Hour is night.

Fire pops and crackles,

Tired, dropped and shackled.

His skin burned, second degree.

He ejects the wet snow off his jet hair,

His heel was cut, healed then repealed and sealed by Rapheel;

Subaru Natsuki, soon barren naturally…

Her speech is afflicted with a lisp,

She has sweet sunlight kissed wheat hair.

Her gold threaded head bled without med, dread spreads;

Amelia Watson: An ethereal waltzing…

Her petite majesty rest in discreet sleep,

She has twin golden springs of corkscrew hair.

Her sir, Дpyг, assured her spur of growth is there for sure;

Beatrice: The Creatress...

Amelia Watson massages her blonde head, face tense and red like Subaru's burnt skin.

Natsuki's ripped hellebore black jacket confesses a charred purple martin shirt underneath, on
top is his dandelion gold bowtie whipped with dirt and plant matter.

Beatrice still lies unconscious in Subaru's arms as he caresses and softly sings praises straight
from his heart while her chili dress covers up a faint chilling pink light around her heart.

He sweeps burnt wood fragments off the pink and purple striped sock that covers her from
thigh to heel while still being stricken with teary eyes.



The curtains are drawn, drawn out is their sleep.

Chapter End Notes

AUTHOR'S NOTE

Here are the sources for my portrayals:

Ezekiel 1:15-21 (Ophanim)

Ezekiel 1:5–11 (Cherubim)

Isaiah 6:2 (Seraphim)

Quran Surat Ghāfir 40:7 (Bearer Of God's Throne)

There are many characters who speaks different languages and are born in different
countries in this series, that's why if you see dialogue from a person who doesn't speak
English written in English, just assumed that they are speaking Greek since it is the
universal language in this era.

Please note that the (author's note) section does not add to the story's overall word count.



Penumbra (1300 Words)

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

"Alas, how terrible is wisdom when it brings no profit to the wise?"

Amelia Watson and her "Tea Mates": Subaru Natsuki and Beatrice, lie motionless in a crystal
orb. Their fate as mates is placed on a plate.

There, a Lead White woman dyed with a Black Salve funeral outfit settles her presence with
five others around her.

"Echidna! If we don't interfere, I fear they won't survive here!"

A young child cries.

Typhon beckons as Echidna shuffles tarot cards. The transparent orb soon changes its vision
to the two in Paris Green and Prussian Blue.

"Odin and Freyja! Those potent slayers!"

Minerva slams onto the tray, knocking the crackers and cups over the table cliff, tainting
Sekhmet's Vinca Violet hair.

"Oh dear!"

Both Echidna and Carmilla jolted out, but only the latter seemed genuinely worried while the
former gleefully cheered.

"Now, now, fowls, tis not a foul hour!"

Echidna points her teaspoon and directs the others' focus into the luminous ball.

There, the roaring screeches of (Seraphim) made Typhon cowers, much to Echidna's
amusement.

Carmilla delouses Sekhmet's hair as she rises while Minerva presses her face closer and
closer to the limpid sphere.

"Wait a minute! Are those (Ophanim)?"

As she gazes upon these biblical angels, she sees wheels that sparkle like topaz. Their rims
were high and awesome, full of eyes all around.

These (Ophanim) were blazing across the sky, splitting the firmament of clouds apart as they
searched for those (Nephilim).



"Come here and look, Daphne! They've arrived in Abbadon!"

Typhon calls for a girl who is strapped to a giant centipede coffin.

Daphne creeps with each of her feet to view Blue translating the inscriptions on a giant vault
door.

"कालोऽि�म लोक�यकृ�पर्व�ृो लोका�समाहत ु�िमह पर्व�ृ: ऋतेऽिप �वां न भिव�यि�त सव� यऽेवि�थता: पर्�यनीकेष ु
योधा."

/I am mighty Time, the source of destruction that comes forth to annihilate the worlds. Even
without your participation, the warriors arrayed in the opposing army shall cease to exist./

There stands a man in all Iris Blue veiled with a long sleeve Hawaiian shirt that's netted with
a rain lily and juniper pattern.

His wolf's bane motif blindfolds flutters as he utters:

"What an interesting riddle, don't you agree, Freyja?"

The woman in an oversized Emerald jacket leans with her arms wrapped. While he spins the
dial, she ruffles her straight and short bob hair before saying:

"Ósnjallr maðr hyggsk munu ey lifa, ef hann við víg varask; en elli gefr hánum engi frið, þótt
hánum geirar gefi."

/The fool thinks he shall live hereafter so long as he abstains from conflicts. But Old Age
shall come and give him no truce even if his spears do./

"I lost Gungnir in Ragnarok, but you were right, it was a foolish pursuit to try and delay the
inevitable."

The blind man's ears press against the lock.

"I'd be remiss if I don't confess that I at least miss the days before the twilight of the gods. I
miss everyone."

Her pigments haphazardly shifted as she continues:

"Even Loki..."

"Didn't he label you as a harlot for copulating with most deities in the Nordic Pantheon?"

"It was lowkey flattering cause he's not wrong."

(Click)

"Deyr fé, deyja frændr, deyr sjalfr it sama, ek veit einn, at aldrei deyr: dómr um dauðan
hvern."



/Animal dies. Men die. One must die also. What remains afterwards is the reputation of the
dead man./

The gate swung wide open at the twitch.

"That was the password?"

Vitiligo, her complexion adjusted once again, from Coffee Brown to white.

"The Sanskrit engraved on the dial certainly determined it so."

Walls and bedrocks creak, a hallway of darkness reveals itself, where sounds of flipping
paper pages raise as its pace races.

"जल म� रहकर मगर स ेबैर ठीक नही.ं"

/If you are living in the water you should not have enmity with the crocodile./

A voice rang out from between the tickings of a monolithic timepiece.

The woman in green pulls on a pendulum and the room is lit up by a moon, revealing an open
Shrimad Bhagavad Gita.

Krishna: "ब�ी बझुा दो. म� पढ़ रहा."

/Turn off the lights, I am reading./

Odin: "In the dark?"

Krishna: "You have no rights to criticize me; you blind dolt, ever since you lost your
remaining eye in Ragnarok, [The Accuser] started burdening me with the task of protecting
Abbadon."

Freyja: "We are here to meet with [Ha-Satan] to discuss why an army of Valhalla crashed
down on us before we could catch those morons."

Krishna: "It was a change of plans, [The Adversary] managed to convince heaven to change
their approach. Unfortunately, as an avatar, I don't know a lot of details about the changes and
the reason why myself."

Freyja: "What do we do now?"

Krishna: "Wait... Be patient, my patients, you are blessed with my patience, as I am the
embodiment of time."

"Krishna! We need to see [The Destroyer]! Now!"

Odin spoke and the ground trembles, but as Krishna rises up, everything around them soon
decays:

"Now? You have no idea what 'now' is.



Now, I am flying.

Now, I breathe fire and I eat them as they flee.

Now, I whip my tail and the winds tremble.

Now, I am hidden in this pale shade of flesh and bone.

Now I am witness to man's eternal salvation, now I am witness to his demise.

Now I am become death! Destroyer of worlds!

Do not! Speak to me of time, Nephilim!

Its simplest legalist terms delude your meagre understanding!

So you will have to wait, Now!"

Krishna reveals a form of unlimited faces and eyes, decorated with many celestial ornaments
that not even the combined blazes of a thousand suns could match its splendor.

He promotes:

"O how glorious is your past!

Every precious stone was your covering, sardius, topaz, diamond, beryl, onyx, jasper,
sapphire, emerald, and carbuncle.

Crafted in gold were your settings and your engravings. Shining with exuberance as you rode
Sleipnir through countless battlefields with Geri, Freki, Huginn and Muginn by your side.

All this, yet you cower at the march of time, you were so afraid of Ragnarok, you strive for
knowledge with more ferocity, tenacity and avarice than an Echidna.

Then you fail, you let your whole family die. Presently, you're nothing but a disgrace, a stain
on a crime scene, a reminder that even gods fall to the sands of time.

But don't weep, little child, after all...

अब पछताए होत �या जब िचिड़या चगु गई खते?

/What is the use of crying when the birds ate the whole farm?/

The truth has set you free, here, you're with me, a servant you'll be."

Blue and Green both secede as Krishna slowly return to his old form and laments:

"Amelia Watson has caused an insurmountable amount of calamity, but nothing is unfixable
with time.



With time, you both can regain your honor; with time, the world will know of blue skies and
clear oceans; with time, humanity will rebuild the Tower of Babel and launch themselves into
the infinite expanse of space.

As infinitesimal they may be, through boundless determination and neuroticism, they will
eternally float ever nearer to the precipitate of Caelum.

But nothing lasts forever...

आया है सॊ जायगेा राजा रकं फकीर

/Whoever is born will expire, be it a king or a beggar./

Everything will come to ruins eventually.

The sky will shatter and the shards will descend with the force of a falling star. The ground
will erupt molten zinc and iron, charring their flesh and bone with a glazed case.

And I will be there to observe it, alone, everywhere at the end of time.

All is 'Inanis', all is hopeless, all is void."

Krishna halts, his heart harks.

The pendulum is pulled, the penumbra swallows them all.

Chapter End Notes

Bhagavad Gita Chapter 11 (Krishna)

I decided to potray Krishna as a jinn in this story since many of his abilities remind me
of the spirits described in The Quran, like these verses:

Quran (7:179), (11:119), (15:27), (34:41), (55:15)...

In the poem Lokasenna of the Prose Edda: Loki accuses nearly every female in
attendance of promiscuity or unfaithfulness, including Freyja.



Ataxia Impetvs (2100 Words)

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Amelia Watson's lapis eyes open to a silver mirror fleet while her gold hair unfurl itself on
the glittering diamond sheet.

From a bed of flowers she woke, a blanket of fragrance slips from her earthly brown coat.

"There is a time and season for every activity under the heavens… (Hic) Now is not the time
to be a plant, Watson, get up (Hic) now!"

Watson says as she uproots... From the grave she craves sunlight. With fingers that warped
the mattress, shaving dusts off its skin, slitting its wrists as she twists and cracks the wood.

The sack shrieks and freaks, it begs as her companions bled.

Her thoughts are caught:

"Subaru and Beatrice… My own vision envisions her in his provision.

I grace an elvish pelvis as I make haste.

'Qvaestor Watson!'

The teary dear cheers.

'Emilia The Familiar Half Elf. Your clef is raised.'

I praise.

'Detective Ame Watson, through deep snow we fought and spotted you! Through creeping
day glow we sought and brought you all to this royal plot in Alexandria City.'

She said with pity.

'Emilia, who is the current queen of Ptolemaic Egypt?'

'Why Priscilla of course!'

Emilia exudes jubilant dutifully as she rises and reprises.

Did I accidentally kill Cleopatra's ancestors in one of my time traveling sessions? No! This
cannot be!

In my quest to establish women's rights sooner, I may have killed one of them, but hey, at
least we can serve in the military now, right?



Don't worry so much, Watson.

Maybe it's not that bad.

You can fix this, right Watson?

Time is still on my side, with time; anything is possible…"

Natsuki screams, disrupting Watson's daydream.

His voice is like a dying mammoth, it's as if burning hot wax is being poured down his lungs,
it's akin to a woman giving birth with no anesthetic, or a roach being crushed beneath a boot.

She turns around to see him backing into a wall with a sleeping creatress.

His left arm roots into the soil that is Beatrice's blouse, his right is outstretched and flailing
aimlessly through the clouds.

"Subaru! What's wrong?!" 

Emilia screams while medics rush in to sedate and deflate him.

"Satella!" 

Subaru cries.

"The witch of Envy? But she's dead!"

Emilia cites as Watson interrupts her, the detective pulls his eyelids open:

His eyes reflect a woman coated in a pitch black wedding dress, her shadowy hands wrapped
around his trachea, constricting like a tourniquet around a decapitated wound.

A forest of arms then stems from Satella, clutching onto Emilia's neck, blasting her into the
ceiling.

Satella crawls out from Subaru's eyes.

The woman's towering height contrasts his cowering fright. His shape is like a scrape of
grape whilst hers are like sharp fleeing wasps from a maple's drape.

Darkness devours Beatrice, lifting Subaru into the air with his arms outstretched like an
exorcism.

A flash of light blasts open the black cocoon.

Satella screams, looking back, she sees Beatrice floats with glooming mists, turning into a
kugelblitz.

A deafening blast ruptures everyone's ears, forming hurricanes.



Watson zooms as a zephyr flush the room, a cyclone blasts through and through, flaying
every array away.

"Subaru!" Emilia squeals as she is being sucked into the ball of light.

One final explosion blinds them before a boom knocks everyone else out of the room.

Silence floods the wounds as skies turn noon.

"Subaru! Beatrice! Emilia!"

When the dust settles, Watson calls out their names in vain.

"They're all gone. What have I done?"

Watson lies like rotten Gardenias, eyes wide with shrinking corneas. 

Her flowery mane is trodden with mud, eyes opaque and soggy like swamp water while tears
overflow.

"Fiends! Get the queen!"

These voices finally knock her out of her traumatized self. 

Wiggling her pollen filled head, Watson turns to see those caretakers scold each other while
their bodies fold together, jotting bold molding smells from their wet sweating flesh.

Dozens of men huff and puff, in a rage they stuff the key and twist, slam their knees and
wrist, snapping the wooden lock.

Stampeding with their sandals through the palace's marble floor, the abhor horde spits
through the gates to a wake of festive air.

"Priscilla! Hear our calls!"

Dashing and thrashing through the sandy residents, these medical denizens won't be stopped
by any element.

Their inelegance and decadence desolated an Egyptian from thwarting an eminent detriment.

Distracted by their howling scowls, a guard focuses on them, unaware of death prowling
behind him:

A Purple woman let her cleaver open his bowels, spilling entrails. With negligence, these
assassins let his corpse hit the firmament like excrement.

"Meili! Move quick! The attack is about to start."

"Elsa! Slow down! I can't keep up."



The tall Purple woman scorns a petite Blue girl while dust is thrusted up, hand in hand, two
sisters are inclined to climb:

"Fly, you fool! Regvlvs wouldn't pay us a dime if we lose!"

Binded together as they grind through the desolate place, up on high, they look down to see a
metaphorical lake:

These medical practitioners struggle to paddle through the floods of people that flattered the
consistency of mud.

A sea of people celebrate on neatly placed streets that's spaced wider than the waters that split
countries apart, surrounded by kaleidoscopic painted walls that stretch to the horizons,
rivaling rainbows.

"Ding dong the witch is dead! Which old witch? The wicked witch!

Ding dong Satella's dead! For a hundred year! We sing and cheer!"

March on the eve of March, letting jollity hurl them like waves, they slam against the sandy
shore: Their own houses and doors.

Virtually erupting ears with their Demotic dialect, the crowd surround a platform harbouring
a mother and child.

On top of a broad podium, like a bored goddess, she sits and proddles her daughter's cheeks. 

Like a white beach after a diamond meteor shower, her body's dotted with glistering pearls.

Like slithering snakes, golden coils coiled around her biceps.

Like gnats and boils, bejewelled ruby crystals vary greatly on her top.

Like the Nile when red, a crimson kalasiris adorns her body.

Like a plague of darkness, her Black kohl eyeliners have shadows extending all the way to
her brows.

People laud and applaud in awe.

A 17 meters long Spinosaurus lands its 7.5 tons weight upon the coastal slate while people
rave. The spiny lizard masticates every crate of fish spate by the waves.

A tidal giant named Paralititan was frightened, brought here by migrant militants. It barges
upon the sandy marshes underneath the marble arches in search of harmless gardens.

With whips that crack, the monarch offered guidance to many pliant tyrants and mighty
titans.

"But where did these gargantuan creatures come from, mother?"



Felt's adorable cheeks puffed as she asks, they're just begging for her mother to kiss and
clutch with all of her affection.

"Who knows? Legends say Osiris once sent a woman with solar flare hair and she delivered
these eggs to one of our earlier pharaohs as a blessing for our good deeds."

Priscilla ruffles her daughter's hair as she nudges back to the performance:

"Come now, enjoy nature's grandest beauty while you still can."

Meili is launched by Elsa onto the platform.

Priscilla on the throne, daughter by her zone, shocked by a rockin jock:

"Felt! O glorious Felt! your wonders rivaled your mother!"

With grassy and volcanic red hair, a sentinel blocks her with a right leg.

With bundled up swamp green hair, another guardian pushes Meili away with her left arm.

"Back away!"

Red and Green plead, two colors' lead.

"Reinhard Astrea! Crusch Karsten! Why hassle? She's only a child that's complimenting us."

Priscilla calls for the two earthly protectors to turn back.

"We have strict orders from Wilhelm to escort you with our lives."

Reinhard says, Crusch continues:

"Let him protect our inner circle while I deal with these thin and fertile lurkers."

Red has himself in the center along with the queen and her daughter.

Over there, Crusch shush the folks and spoke:

"Can you not see that the dynasty's safety is our utmost concern?"

Crusch hits Meili's head with a vine staff and she turns.

Down to up, Meili first faces a pair of caligae and greave shin protectors before meeting the
cingvlvm militare.

A little higher, a tvnica is underneath Crusch's lorica hamata while the chain armor is doused
with phalerarvm.

Karsten carries a gladivs on the left and a pvgio on the right.



Meili's eyes arrived to see a dark green fibvlae hang from Karsten's back while a shiny gold
torq clamps below a summit that's crowned with a galea helmet and sideway transverse crest.

But her right arm is missing, the gal's doubts then shout and tout:

"Why should you, a handicapped woman, protect our great queen?"

Green pulls out her gladivs and puts it to the sky. A loud burst of wind knocks everyone back
as well as amplifying her booming voice:

"Because the conqueror of Gaul and Hispania entrusted me with such a duty!"

The people cheered at the display, either from fear or admiration. Priscilla claps while Felt
fears, leaning into her mother's ears:

"I see lots of shadows on the gallows."

Felt points to droplets of darkness creeping on the walls, an umbrella with slender
outstretched fingers by a hall, then finally to the sisters whose mirror is drawn, with an
aphonic calling to all.

Without words, reflecting light with her mirror, the silver glitters on the pillar that is Elsa's
tall figure.

"Elsa Granhiert! The Bowel Hunter!"

Priscilla wails and Crusch catches wind of it. Karsten's slithering quickness delivers a
bewildering hurricane worthy of a vixen's vicious illness.

The air pops and there is a large shockwave that permeates through the crowd, knocking
everyone down, revealing the physicians.

Before they even get the chance to scream, a smoke screen encases the whole estate, with
prickly rubble falling like hail storms, bruising denizens beneath.

Crusch utterly decimated her target, but a union of spiral shaped shadows straightens out like
a whip, it cracks and punts her, blowing her away into the civilian's arms.

"Karsten!"

Reinhard unsheathes:

A star's brightness could not contend with his shine, everyone goes blind while every shadow
in the city unbinds.

Not a strand of Satella's tendrils was left, but while everybody's blinded by Reinhard's
brilliant glow, a sage reveals an endearing aura of darkness as she moves ever closer towards
the queen.

Meili Portroute spins a yarn of darkness from her body and it sinks into her palm.



While doing so, an infestation of night weaves amongst the audience, calling out:

"Long live Satella! Death to the queen!"

A hailstorm of knives expulsed from the audience beneath, distracting the phalanx shielding
Priscilla and Felt.

"Witch cultists!"

Guards yell.

Platforms fell, the servants entrusted with supporting the crown were splintered with sharp
fragments to their knees.

Cult members closed in, pushing the sentinels back. Reinhard rushes through the scattering
people, abandoning the platform and heading towards Crusch Karsten's injured self, buried
deep within the crowd.

"Tribvnvs Reinhard!"

He didn't even turn back, with lorica sqvagmata as body armor, he just kept speeding while
screaming for that green centvrion.

"Have no fear, your demise is here."

Meili Portroute whispers into Felt's ears.

Like a slap to the ears, an explosion erupted. Like a scythe to the grass, it passes these
soldiers' souls into the spoiled soil.

Reinhard's lion heart never found it hard to stand against the flying parts, with his back
against the grain, he shields Karsten from the mangled darts.

"No! Why did you go for me?"

Karsten cried then, embraced by a Martian garden. Her ardent heart hardens as she hits him
in his farthest part, harking:

"We're supposed to protect the startled monarch!"

His harness never parted whilst in the carnage:

"Pardon my darkened heart then, Karsten."

Priscilla hears a cacophony of spirits whilst blinded by the entombed smoke.

Like catacombs, strands of shadowy fibers comb the holes of lights from their sights.

Felt felt the wind's whistling as it whispers:

"Πρόσεχε, ο θάνατος σου είναι εγγυημένος, ηγήσου, αφού τώρα είσαι ελεύθερη."



/Heed, your death is guaranteed, lead, since now you're freed./

"Είσαι άγγελος?"

/Are you an angel?/

Felt chirped those last words before her entire body turned into a red mist with crushed bones
and mangled flesh that spreads.

Citizens fled, physicians arrived but Priscilla was on the ground, throat pierced with a large
piece of wood.

With the last drop of withered strength, Priscilla paints with her own veins, straining:

"Μὴ φοβεῖσθε."

/Be not afraid./

Chapter End Notes

Spinosaurus species once lived in Egypt in the Cretaceous Period along with Paralititan.

Crusch Karsten's Centvrion uniform is historically accurate. (Except for the green cape.)

Priscilla's physical appearance is based on Cleopatra's real looks.



Kairos (580 Words)

My steps fetch specs. 

I flex my convex onto the complex.

(Amelia Watson wrecks her pecs with excessive strength.)

I'm trying to intercept a perplexing mess.

I see Priscilla's lungs puff up while blood pumps up. 

On her vest buries a vexing crest thing.

A group of physicians surround an incision on her neck.

With derision in vision, they perform an excision for a division that's stopping a heart's
rhythm.

Of course, next to her is a triceps' splattered corpse.

I presume it was her daughter's brain matter that's scattered all over the platters.

It's a feat to reek of pigs' rotten cheeks...

"Come on Watson! They're waiting for you!"

A man with red volcanic flair dares to call you out.

Aren't you going to respond?

Of course I am, myself! 

How dare I damn myself!

"Hey! I forgot your (Hic) name! Red guy?"

"It's Tribvnvs Reinhard, inspector Watson."

He then calls out:

"Crusch Karsten!"

I don't know why she wears a historically inaccurate green cape while Reinhard dorns the
correct red palvdamentvm.

This is my fault again, isn't it? 

I hate time traveling plots, they're always so confusing.



Wet splashes hit the ground as a grown woman groans:

"Ugh, gross!"

Another goes:

"In all my years of medical practice I have never seen such a barbaric praxis."

Blowing her nose, she shows:

"Look at that: 'Don't be afraid?' What kind of final message is that?"

Karsten then throws some blows with her vitis:

"If rosy prose won't throw you pros to her majesty's pose...

God knows I'll show you foes a dozen doses of cozy doze!"

The physicians are confused because of her purple prose.

Their skins are also purple because of her blows.

"What Crusch is trying to say is that she's going to beat you into submission if you don't
submit to her sub-wit."

I explained and their brains tremble:

"Woah! Watson! How did you decipher that? Peko!"

The rabid rabbit dabbles in squabbles and babbles.

Soon, others join in to anoint me.

I couldn't handle their praise, so I say:

"Miko and Usada! Don't you have an armada to move? Please know that we can't be slow."

Reinhard scuttles by, departing Karsten from our garden.

The warden puts his arms around her shoulder and leans in, turning around. I guess he won't
let us know his heart then.

Usada Pekora hops and pulls me away, chanting:

"Come on Watson, show us your skills! Peko!"

And then Korone Inugami, another physician, joins in, barking:

"Yeah, Watson! We love to watch you!"

I couldn't handle it, I was so happy.



No one has ever flattered me this much.

I love their gazes, they love me, they need me and I need them too.

Alrighty then! Here goes:

"You see my prose? 

My poetic pose? 

I'm a posse, you see?

Suppose you are mighty impressed with my choice of prose and soiled clothes…

With wits and tits more superfluous than the flows of woes on Odin's throne!

I truly am the most proven bow, don't you know?"

I bow before a bout of applause shouts.

Usada Pekora: "Amazing! You're the greatest! Peko!"

Sakura Miko: "Elite detective!"

Korone Inugami: "Woof! Woof!"

Karsten and Reinhard finally turns, calling us out:

"Satella's cult presence has just been detected nearby!"

Reinhard: "They're hunting, emboldened by their early success, they won't stop until our
hearts pop."

Karsten: "Fly you fools!"

She unsheathes and a great typhoon blows us away to where we now stay.



Habakkuk (940 Words)

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

From Karsten's hurried cane came a hurricane.

I fell and pounded the ground, my face tasted clay and paste.

It was sacrilege against my temple; my swollen golden head.

"Why did you hurt us so? Peko!"

A physician bounces.

"For the wicked surround the righteous; therefore perverse judgement proceeds!"

Karsten unsheathes, plowing us through the rich earth.

"Flee, fleas! To the royal palace!"

As if her palate's raising a chalice, she spat malice as she annexed.

"How callous! The palace's been maimed and tamed with calluses."

I shout before Miko touts:

"We should dash and crash in the mausoleum instead!"

"The Library of Alexandria? Enough said!"

"Karsten! Reinhard! In there, we'll be safe from those foxes!"

The evening bell tolls as a cool chill knocks us. 

Both Ruby and Moss reluctantly nod.

Then we shot...

I can sense {FATE} raising up these assassins like it did with the Chaldean: Their knives are
swifter than leopards, appetite 
fiercer than the evening wolves, swooping like an eagle that hastens to devour.

[The Devourer] is proud of us and {GOD} is not ours.

I scoured the hours:

The towers: Empowered mountains. 



The roofs: Unending hills.

Alexandria library, primary dairy for the soul, scroll and you'll find adoring scrolls adorned
with knowledge, so much so that their pores are porous like pouring faucets.

As Reinhard and Karsten command dozens of strange guards to surround our premises as we
enter, at once, my thought bounces:

In the original timeline, Ivlivs Caesar had assigned three legions to protect Cleopatra because
although the Ptolemaic army still remains alongside the previously mentioned, they were a
shell of their former self, composing mainly of mercenaries and other foreign troops.

But thanks to me and those dinosaur eggs, the hellenistic army in this timeline have
Aegyptosaurus in their calvary.

But somethings strange caught my eye, its the standard bearer sitting on one of the giant
lizards.

Oh! Right! I forgot! Since I've killed a lot of people to ensure Rome wouldn't become a
monarchy at its birth, things differ:

At some point, there coined a motto that became stuck as the republic's name:

"Lvx Genialiter Navigat Caelvm."

Which translates as "Light jovially sails through the heavens." in English.

So instead of SPQR which stands for "Senatvs Popvlvsqve Romanvs." the republic has
LGNC, named after the initials of the phrase above with the citizens usually pronouncing it
as "Lugnica".

"Watson! Where are we waltzing to?"

I hear Korone yapping.

"To where neither heaven nor hell can tell."

(Three physicians follow Amelia inside, but she also see three familiars watching her from
far...)

Krishna: "Odin, make it rain, obscure her vision so she can't see us."

Freyja: "Why wait? Why not just barge in and take her time traveling device?"

Odin's throwing a thunderstorm as he answers:

"Gabriel doesn't allow that, he said that it 'Wasn't a part of {GOD}'s plan'."

Freyja: "So that's why those angels stopped us from capturing those idiots back in Prologue."

Krishna: "I wonder if The Abrahamic {GOD} wanted Watson to take the watch."



Odin: "You think {GOD} planned all this just to ruin us?"

Krishna: "It would not be out of character for him to do so, after all, {THEIR GOD} hates
pagans like us."

Odin: "So we're being tricked and we can't even rebel or else Michael will be sent to kill us
all."

Freyja: "As unfair and authoritarian as it may be, we have no choice but to serve."

Just as the (Nephilim) and (Jinn) finished talking, Elsa is seen jumping across rooftops in the
rain with Meili by her side...

Shadows follow behind her as she signaled with a bronze mirror.

"Reinhard and Karsten are the two most powerful, be sure to eliminate everyone else before
you engage them both."

Meili murmurs a spell and her orders are heard by every killer.

Immediately, on the guard towers, there fling a hail of daggers that impales and drag them.

The wicked foe pulls them up with hooks like a fishermen and their nets. As she strings them
in her dragnet, Elsa rejoices and is glad.

"You have drunk your fill of dishonor. So drink and stagger, for disgrace shall engulf you."

Meili then summons a flash of lightning and an explosive storm:

"Ataxia Impetvs!"

The everlasting mountains collapse as the eternal hills bow down.

The towers fell on a squad of drunken soldiers.

Their ears shattered as their bones turned to fertilizers.

"The fig shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be in vines; the labor of olives shall fail and the
field shall yield no meat; the flock shall be cut from the fold and there shall be no herd in the
stalls."

The wind whispered into Watson's ears as she ran, her thoughts spanned:

"Oh, {ADONAI}, I hear your voice, but I won't heed your calls, for you have refused to hear
mine.

You see, {ELOAH}? This was the plan, if Odin can track me if I used my watch, then I'll just
hide it.

Now where is the stolen weapon from the catacombs?



At last, I reached the room where there is a floor engraved with a language that hasn't been
born yet.

It was Arabic, I had carved a spell that prevented others from finding it, so that no matter
how far Michael or even Gabriel look, they'll never find it.

The time is here, my victory is near, can you hear me {TZEVAOT}?

The firmament broke and there were weapons and ammo of all kinds I personally imported
straight from modern day Israel.

I take out a Jericho 941 along with six magazines, each holding 16 rounds."

Chapter End Notes

(Habakkuk 1:4) "For the wicked surround the righteous; therefore perverse judgement
proceeds!"

(Habakkuk 1:6) God raises up the Chaldean.

(Habakkuk 1:8) Paraphrased: "Their knives are swifter than leopards, appetite fiercer
than the evening wolves, swooping like an eagle that hastens to devour."

(Habakkuk 1:15) "The wicked foe pulls them up with hooks like a fishermen and their
nets."

(Habakkuk 2:16) "You have drunk your fill of dishonor. So drink and stagger, for
disgrace shall engulf you."

(Habakkuk 3:6) "The everlasting mountains collapse as the eternal hills bow down"

(Habakkuk 3:17) "The fig shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be in vines; the labor of
olives shall fail and the field shall yield no meat; the flock shall be cut from the fold and
there shall be no herd in the stalls."



Joshua (1520 Words)

"{GOD}, Watson? {GOD} is love, I don't love you."

A wall of endothermic and photoabsorptive flames ignites from the whistling wind.

Watson Amelia: "[The Devil]! God had sent you hasn't he? Go and tell him that my betrayal
was justified and that I will not back down!"

[Diavolo]: "I'm impressed, apostate jew, you managed to unite all of heaven and hell against
yourself. Why?"

Watson Amelia: "If god's plan included genocide then it would be much better if there was no
plan at all."

[The Whisperer]: "Are you referring to the persecutions? If so, which one? Hadrian?
Christians? Muslims? Rhineland? Granada? Baghdad? Poland?"

Amelia Watson: "The Shoah, but also, all of that and beyond."

[The Slanderer]: "A Holocaust survivor who seeks to change history and destroy {GOD}'s
plan as retribution, how quaint."

Amelia Watson: "How could a person be expected to worship a deity that refuses to act when
their own believers are persecuted?! God has done nothing for me! I rejected my faith a long
time ago, now get out of my head, [Sadist]!"

Light floods the room again.

Watson gazes at her trusty pistol before sprinting out.

Three physicians are waiting for her around the corridor, asking all kinds of questions.

But Watson doesn't care, she simply loads and cocks her Jericho as she descends into the
darkness.

(Outside)

A legionaire hyperventilates while running to the collapsed corpse of a tower.

From behind, a shadow distinguished itself by slitting his throat before another slashes his
knees.

They make their way back into hiding.

Then again, on a balcony: 



Two guards stand watch before two cultists grab them by the neck and threw them off the
heights.

Finally:

Meili Portoute has a herd of Aegyptosaurus go into rampage by summoning a pack of
mabeasts to scare them off, causing the riders lose control before falling off and being
squished to death.

These mabeasts resembles pack of giant wolves that foams at the mouth, carrying rabies.

"The leftovers are all yours."

At the flick of her wrist, she sends them off to harvest the remaining corpses before turning
her gaze over to the library.

(At the other side of the great library)

Elsa Granhiert is found with several other cultists that are storming the halls of the library,
behind them are a trail of guardians and splattered red stains.

Little did they know, Odin and Freyja are tailing them from behind.

At an intersection, Elsa's group chooses the left side while the two (Nephilim) chose the
right.

On the right, Reinhard Van Astrea and Crusch Karsten lies in wait as a wounded soldier lies
bandaged and weeping in the background.

Reinhard has his finger on his lips, seeing this, Karsten seethingly nods.

The earth quakes as the walls break apart as a giant muscular arm bursts through the wall to
wrap around Reinhard's neck.

"Reinhard!"

Crusch screams as Freyja drags Reinhard through the dust.

As Karsten leaps with her sword in hand, ready to charge with uncompromising swiftness, a
sleeping dart hits her neck on its left side.

It was Odin with an air pistol, at once he reattaches his cane and seek to knock Karsten out.

Karsten swings and fails to land a single shot on Odin as he knocks her through the same wall
where Reinhard left.

Reinhard wakes to see Crusch falls unconscious into his arms while Odin and Freyja's in
front of them.



Reinhard is amazed as Freyja's height increases from an already large muscle bounded mass
of 6ft 4in (1.9m) to an absolutely monolithic 14ft (4.2m) Valkyrie.

If Amelia Watson was here, she would describe Freyja to the modern day reader by
comparing the goddess of Norse mythology to a female version of Shaquille O'Neal. But the
truth is: Shaq is only seven feet while Freyja (as she currently stands) is double that height.

"We do not wish to harm you."

Odin spoke before Freyja finishes:

"Tell us where Watson is and we'll be on our way."

Reinhard: "Never! Witch cultists!"

"We are not wi-"

Freyja rages before being interrupted by a loud bang followed with screams, it reaches from
far like a courier for the apocalypse.

Another deafening pop goes, again and again, resembling war drums.

"Amelia Watson!"

The two has their attention displaced by barrages of gun fires.

Immediately, right as Odin and Freyja are distracted, Reinhard jumps up and draws his
sword, generating a bright flash of Helios' might.

"I've got you now."

The light dissipates and Reinhard's face turns pale and sickly as he catches a vision of Odin
blocking his mighty strike with nothing but his pinkie.

"W-what!?"

Reinhard's psyche shatters as he falls into the earth.

Odin: "Such a nice weapon you carry, it could even destroy a star. Average at best, I've killed
more powerful dwarfs before."

Freyja: "Really?! Astronomy puns!?"

She grabs Odin's collar and violently shakes him as they both run away, leaving Reinhard in a
perpetual shock.

(Over on the left side)

A group of murderers carefully struts through the many cavernous reaches of the library.



Behind a corner, Amelia Watson awaits, holding her Jericho, peaking over the leaking flashes
of light.

Her elbows are bent, the pistol holds close to her heart as she maneuvers down the tight and
narrow space.

When two cultists approach her spot, she leaps out, shooting two 9mm for each of their heads
before reloading.

"No bullets left."

She quietly whispers before looting their bodies for throwing knives.

Behind her are the three physicians, so cowardly they step that a frequency can be easily
assigned to their endless shakings.

Pekora (softly): "W-watson... Is that all?"

Watson looks up and points with her index:

"See that? I want you to jump up there and wait for my command."

Pekora: "What!? are you insane?"

"Just do it."

Watson then turns to Korone, whose squeaky puppy like eyes shrinks as she back away in
respond.

"When I say, you have to rush in and bite his hand."

(Watson points to the incoming band of cultists)

Korone shakes, wiggling her head.

"I need you to stop one of them from drawing his knife so I could take the others down."

Finally, Watson turns to Miko, tired and shivering.

"Go to the vault and get me something labelled RPG."

Five cultists arrived and Watson orders them both to commence.

Like a mad dog, Korone rushed out and bite one of them on the hand, ripping red splashes
straight from the cultist's hand.

The others panic, giving not even a chance to react, Pekora dropkicks one of them on her way
down.

A flurry of knives are thrown from Watson's coat, plunging deep into their necks, shoulders
and thigh.



These rest of the unlucky bunch backs away as Watson cuts her knives through their bodies.

She comes first to grab the knife embedded on a cultist's neck before pulling and ripping his
veins apart, almost decapitating him.

She then throws the same knife onto a cultist's feet before stomping on it as if hammering a
nail, Watson has the cultist bleeding and crying before turning around to block another blow.

For this one, she grabs on the knife in his thigh and raised it up, cutting from his leg all the
way through his bowels.

The last cult member still standing still has Korone chomping on his hand.

He cries while falling down, with palms clasped and prayers flowing from his lips.

Watson instead stabs him in the left eye before ripping it through his right also.

Pekora: "Watson! Have mercy!"

"I'm not as merciful as Joshua."

Watson says as a devious shadow sneaks behind her to brandish its cuspidate blade.

Clash! A great clang is heard when Elsa Granhiert's cutter is perfectly blocked by Watson's
knife.

Korone jumps at Pekora, dragging her away while calling for Miko to arrive quick.

Again and again Elsa leaps at Watson intending to cut her bowels, again and again she fails.

Elsa keeps her distance as she jumps from wall to wall, door to door, always searching for a
weakness in Watson's defense.

"I've got you!"

Elsa's thought spans as she reaches out one final time.

Watson slashes a great red line across Elsa's bowels.

"You bastards remind me of Canaanites, so pathetic and vile, I hope the trumpets sounds for
you."

Amelia Watson emerges as Elsa lies in a puddle of her own innards with tired eyes that toiled
away to decrepit sleep.

"How? Who are you?"

Watson kneels before her, speaking:

"I'm a parasite inside of a parasite, the chief of Mossad, a beautiful flea hidden among the
theists, born to destroy theocracy and establish secular rule."



Odin & Freyja: "Watson!"

Watson: "Oh, there you are again, self proclaimed angels of the lord."

Covered in blood, she rises and reveals her pocket watch as the wind trembles.

"Krishna! Help us!"

The two (Nephilim) called upon the jinn as Watson activates her watch, stopping time
entirely.

"{DIO}!!! Can you hear me!? My lord? The World is mine!"

Watson boasts as everything is stopped.

"He heard you, now hand over that watch and redeem thyself."

Krishna stands behind her.



Lamentations (2460 Words)

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Krishna: "The timeline bombilates because of your ultracrepidarian self, stop this skoptsy
else wanweird awaits you."

Watson: "What?!"

Krishna: "You ruined the timeline, you self-righteous prick whose actions are the equivalents
of self-castration. Give up or you'll suffer."

Watson: "Ah! But most sorrowful apologies embark from the deepest caverns of my being to
you, for I am currently impregnated with an utmost tenacious inclination to say: Lmao, no."

Krishna: "To travel back in time and decimate everybody who fails to uphold the standards
you've arbitrarily placed upon them, this is a massacre most foul."

Watson: "I traveled back in time, killed a bunch of racists, homophobes, pedophiles and
sexists and you dare to label me antagonistic?"

Krishna: "You are human, neither perfect in judgement nor intellect, to assign yourself as
jury, judge and executioner is foolish, I shudder at the thoughts of the many innocents you've
falsely accused of and executed."

Watson: "As opposed to the justice {my god} has provided, one that is flawed at best and
incredibly rigged towards sadism at worst. There must be a reorder."

Krishna: "Reorder? This is a bloodbath. Everyone has an ancestor that does not hold up to the
modern day standard of righteousness.

You've kill everyone in the past who have failed to hold on to your definition of good.

How long will it take until you eventually strike down your own great ancestors?."

Watson: "I'm not stupid! I'm not evil, I'll have you know, most modern day people would be
on my side!"

Krishna: "Most of your post-modern-mortem fans wouldn't have been born in the first place
due to the fact that you've killed their ancestors."

Watson: "Doesn't matter!"

Krishna: "Now I understand the nature of your being, it is one of hatred and rage, you
masquerade behind a thin veneer of justice and virtue but behind it is nothing but a child
whose unleashed rage will feast upon the world."



Watson: "I have done countless favors for the human race, if it wasn't for me, women
wouldn't be able to serve in Rome's military in 44BC."

Krishna: "If it wasn't for you, Cleopatra would still be alive and well instead of being
replaced by Priscilla Barbiella."

Watson: "So what?! I can always try again, spare the racist, sexist and morally apprehensive
ancestors, as long as they'll act the way I want them to."

Krishna: "How do you know that they're actually racist or sexist or morally apprehensive?
Was there a trial? Were there any evidence? Or did you just label them that way for
absolutely no reason at all?

Who are you to assert yourself as infallible? Who are you to define what is good from evil?
You said that {your god} is arrogant and unjust but what about yourself?"

Watson activates her watch and speeds away while Krishna opens his mouth to reveal the
entire universe within his throat.

A powerful vacuum eviscerates as his diaphragm contracts.

Watson dodges streams of rubble before narrowly evade the two (Nephilim) still frozen in
time. 

Around the corner, she witness Miko struggling to carry the RPG-7 that she had asked for.

Watson: "Oh sweet Jesus she actually did it!"

Amelia cheers as she yanked the weapon from Miko's arms.

Watson: "Wait a minute, Jesus hasn't been born yet. Bollocks."

The sunflower raises, aiming its head towards the star and fires.

A white trail of clouds is formed, in front is an arrow head made of heat and steel, rigged to
blow.

The rocket is caught in Krishna's mouth and his jaws alone contained an explosion that would
topple a building.

Krishna takes out a flute in the middle of a street and let a siren of freedom sings while
Watson continues to shoot.

Thanks to Krishna, time has resumed.

Civilians screams, birds fly and the shock waves generated from the firefight managed to
kick Watson down, if only for a second.

"No matter how many guns or bullets I have to expend, I'll beat you eventually."



Inside the library:

Pekora and Korone panics at the sight of Freyja's bulging boar-like muscles and reptilian
veins swelling with every pace of laborious breath.

Freyja again doubles her size, now 28ft/8.5m with vines and roots taking over her body while
whipping out, cracking sandstone walls and warping hard earth with barely a soft pat.

Sakura Miko arrives just in time to save the rabbit and dog from dying of a heart attack and
shock as the library is nearing collapse.

They all scream while pulling on each other, fleeing the library as part of it tumbles slightly
to the ground.

Daughter of Njord, representative of Vanaheim:

Freyja rises again, towering over the panicking civilians beneath at a whopping 56ft/17m,
scaring away Meili Portrout's many mabeasts and dinosaurs beneath.

A nearby tree is uprooted as this mammoth pinches its crown and rips it up. Her palms
crushes the trunk while running against one another before they decouple to reveal a wooden
spear.

"I'll bring down her armory, you take her out."

She passes it along with a blown kiss to her husband.

The blind man flees, seemingly satisfied, Odin watches with utter glee and euphoric cheers
for his most beloved while Krishna looks to see a rocket with a tail of blazing fire.

Another shot goes from Watson's fiery cannons, barely missing Odin.

"No, no, it can't be! I'm out of ammo!?"

Watson exclaimed, speeding herself back to the library, kicking dust up with a tap to her
watch.

The woman in green has her eyes on Watson's trail as a line of light blue veins projects when
she cuts through the wind.

Roots bust from an Emerald's jacket and impales the ground, drawing in nutrients, the
Valkyrie's body bulges out with tender flesh burning.

The roots rip from nature's bosom as Freyja runs, with feet skinning the soil, failing to
diminish her momentum.

Crumble, jumble and numb is the ground, quaking with every stomp that she gives.

Boulders crumble like bones, Freyja's pommeling jumps sinks the ground like a fist into a
puddle.



Then an audible crash follows a wall's crumbling demise as Freyja hurls herself into the
library.

"Elsa! Grandhiert! wake up sis!"

Meili Portroute's still inside as the flash of a giantess flails through, breaking down pillars
and rupturing ceilings.

With her arms around Elsa's body, arching back, dragging her away, Meili sees Watson loads
her Jericho pistol.

"Under these stars I did pray, under these scars displays dismay."

Watson's murmuring random nonsense as the grounds above her cracks, a ray of light meets
her.

"Lamenting on your pasts, Watson?"

Odin lands to whip away her pistol and knock her far back.

"You! Pagan deity! Why are you helping your enemies? {My God, The God of the Jews},
hates you!"

"He made me an offer I couldn't refuse, If I hand you in, I'll have both of my eyes back."

"Bastard!"

She slips as she tries to rise, crawling away from the rubble.

"One step, two steps, three."

The blind man is unscathed, by now the entire building had collapsed, trapping the gold
detective.

"You think this is the end? I'll just go far away, maybe 9CE, I'll kill Arminius, Germany will
never exist."

She taps the watch and it glows, but then the melody of Krishna's flute made it jittery and
violent, bouncing off of her hands.

"No!" She jumps to snatch it, failing, her nails are kissed with mud, her eyes seeking through
the slit for a frail trail of light.

There she arrives at an opening where Odin awaits, he picks up her watch, much to her rage.

The man in blue smiles, taking off his business tie that acts as his blindfold and straps the
watch to the end of it, turning them into a meteor hammer.

Watson rises, taking her karambit out, the crescent blades flings out, attempting to cut the
watch off.



It fails as he slings it near her face, forcing her to back away.

She hurls forward, darting to grab it.

He backs away, tightening the strings around both of his fists, wrapping it around her wrist
the next time she goes in.

She is then dragged in before meeting a knee heading straight for her diaphragm.

He puts an elbow to the back of her head before pushing her back with a punch in the face,
breaking her nose.

She sneezes out blood before collapsing and dropping her blade.

He whirls his arms around the cloth while his two empty eye pockets are still barred from
Watson's injured self.

Odin dorns an expression of pity before turning around to call for Freyja.

Watson groans before planting her face into the slate...

Somewhere amongst the rubbles, away from the muddled slope, a blue haired mage can be
seen dragging an injured corpse.

"Elsa! Please heal!"

A bright purple light praises from the center of her being.

The flesh wound around Elsa's bowels slowly heals but with blood still spilling over.

Meili Portroute panics, her finger twines around the scattered innards while struggling to
twist and push them back inside.

"Get away! Bastards!"

Meili hears Watson evaporates the moistures in her vocal chords with a harrowing screech.

"Why are you doing this?" Krishna calmly states as Odin leaves the watch to fall into his blue
tinted palm.

"What good it it for? I understand how you tried to save your people, but why the pettiness?"

He moves closer, with the watch still in his hand. With a single click, Krishna had used the
watch to reverse all of Watson's injuries.

"Why did you bring those dinosaur eggs here? What is the real reason that you kill all those
people? And don't lie to me this time."

Watson blows her nose and blood came out to stain Krishna's eyes.

He steps back, covering his eyes, clearly annoyed.



Watson softly smiles:

"To bait fish withal. If it will feed nothing else, it will feed my revenge."

Freyja twirls her fingers and a system of roots bulges out to grab Watson's body.

"Witch please!" Watson scoffs "You think you can hurt me?"

"Defiant to the end I see." Odin steps up to back Freyja down.

"I'm the 9th director of Mossad, you don't have any idea what I've been through to get this
position."

Watson boasted.

"Even if you're not lying, you're still nothing more than a brat againsts us."

Freyja had the roots twists around Watson's chest to compress, forcing a loud wheeze from
her lungs.

"Amelia Hanna Watson is her full name, the great-great-great-granddaughter of John Henry
Watson and Mary Morstan, both friends of the great detective: Sherlock Holmes."

Odin starts the debrief with a booming voice of authority.

"Born on the 2nd of September, 1934 in Berlin. Her mother is a German jew whilst her father
is a British immigrant. In 1937, Miss Watson Amelia's entire family was sold out to the
germans by (chuckles) get this- A jewish neighbour!"

Odin starts to uncontrollably laughs.

"I-I mean... That's (wheezes) I-Imagine being sold out by your own people!"

"Odin!"

"I'm sorry Krishna but this is just too rich! I don't think even Loki could write a story this
funny, I mean, imagine the irony! No wonder why she hates her own heritage!"

While he laughs in the background, Krishna moves back to face Watson, showing her the
engravings on the watch:

"अितरोषण�च�ु�मान�ध एव जनः।"

Krishna then reads the sanskrit out loud just before asking Watson:

"Do you know what that means?"

Watson did not answered. 

"/A wrathful man is blind even with eyes./"



Krishna continues his speech:

"I made this watch a long time ago. I gave it to a very special Indian lawyer to let him see for
himself the futility of violence: The endless cycle, the spawn of hatred that leaves nothing but
rubble in its wake."

He waved his hand and showed her a vision of the event.

"I gave him a test, to see if he was worthy of my support, for he had asked for my presence,
for my help to push the British out of his homeland."

As Krishna continus to speak, Meili Portroute is seen behind a bush, listening intensely.

"The test was simple, the best way to see a man's true colors is to give him true power. For
man is like a flower, if you nurture him, you will see him bloom."

A dandelion rises from Krishna's hand.

"Now the lawyer, he refused my gifts and told me that he was unworthy of such power, that
only the most intelligent being may be able to grasp the full complexity of time."

He stood up.

"I remember that I was so impressed, to see such a glorious soul exist, it was stunning. Do
you happen to know who that man is, Amelia Watson?"

"Mahatma Gandhi?"

"His full name is Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi... And I deemed him worthy of my love, I
told him:

'Worry not Verenated One, for you needn't to lift a single pinkie. Approach your enemies in
peace and they will leave in peace.'

Gandhi had the watch by his side but he only uses it to see the future, never once did he
abused his power, for he is wise and is well endowed with self control."

Krishna donned an expression of disappointment, he wielded his accusatory looks and
pointed it into Watson's eyes, culminating in a question:

"This watch was buried along with Gandhi. So I was confused when [Ha-Satan] told me that
it was found in your possessions. Did you lose so much of your own dignity that you would
willingly defile the grave of a dead man?"

Watson shakes away her tired eyes as she leans in to answer:

"Operation Kamsa... The moment we knew Gandhi had a time traveling device, we had to
intervene. Around a dozen mossad agents including me was sent to the premise."

Krishna backs away, placing his hand on the top of his sweating head with his mouth open.



Watson didn't even stuttered as she continues.

"I was the only one who found the watch, so I took it, hid it from everybody else and
convinced them that the watch had never existed."

Odin started to laugh while Freyja is still shocked at the absolutely unrepentant detective.

"Why? Why betray your own people?"

Krishna asked.

"Because god is my enemy, Krishna, and anyone who worships my enemy will also be
purged."

Said Watson.

"Karmic beast, you will only doom yourself in the end."

Krishna gave watson a verbal stoning as Freyja steps forward, ready to hurl a massive fist at
the sight of Watson's true nature:

"How do you sleep knowing that the Israeli people would execute you for your betrayal?"

"Like god through the Holocaust!"

She laughs.

Chapter End Notes

In the Bhagavata Purana (Canto 10, Chapter 8, Text 32-45), a section detailing Krishna's
childhood reveals that he has a mouth containing the universe itself.



Job (1300 Words)

"The man is born in {GOD}s mirage, if man is evil, {GOD} is too."

Echidna, Witch of Greed, speaks in iambic octameter before sipping her cup of tea.

She, along with five other witches, has her eyes glued to the crystal ball as if it's a television.

"This {GOD} designs this man, devised his hearts demise, his plans, his hands."

Echidna then chuckles, she sees the tv depicts Watson Amelia laughing at the face of Freyja's
giant fist.

"It's no surprises when this gal despises {GOD} with all her heart."

Carmilla, Sekhmet, Minerva, Typhon and Daphne says nothing in respond to Echidna's
poetry, for they're all too focused on Watson's performance to even care.

Echidna, with her eyes tired, looks away from the orb and instead blankly stares into the
distance.

"Echidna! Echidna! Look!"

Typhon jumps with jubilant glee as the television depicts a dark pillar of fire revealing itself
right in front of Watson.

"Look at that, [{GOD}s left hand] is here."

Said Sekhmet as [The Black Phosphorous] blazes ever closer to Amelia's, bruising her skin
with frostbite.

"Is that a threat?! Are they all dead?!"

Carmilla shakes while covering her eyes.

Minerva runs her arm around the table, wiping the cookies off the table for Daphne to catch
all of them into her mouth.

The witches look closer into the orb and this is what they saw:

Krishna, Odin and Freyja all backed themselves up against the wall, making way for the
being that's approaching Amelia.

Watson herself still lies still, sweating literal ice.

Then, [The Master Of Doublespeak] spoke with a calm and soft voice that's virtually
indistinguishable from male or female:



"כמה כועס אלוהים צריך להיות כדי לבקש ממני עזרה?"

/How angry must {GOD} be to ask me for help?/

"[Heaven's Prosecutor]?"

Krishna uttered.

A blood black nothingness began to spin from the [Heart of Darkness].

Dreadfully distinct against the dark, a tall white fountain of smokes plunges straight into
Amelia Watson's nose.

She coughs violently in response, her pupils widens and her frames is shakey, with throat
rising up, grasping for fresh air.

"What is he doing to her?"

"He's drugging her, Freyja." Said Odin "That cloud is a hallucinogen."

"Don't interrupt him." Whispered Krishna "Just watch."

Right behind them, near a bushy place, both Meili and Elsa slowly approach.

[The Abyss] was cold and vicious against the light, it swallows Watson wholly before saying:

"Did you know that every pagan deities are my puppets?"

Watson wipes the frost that bruises her arms before responding with a shaking tone:

"You think torture will work on me? I lived through Auschwitz!"

[The Eldritch Lawyer] did not even care, as evidented in the cadence of its respond:

"The real Allfather Odin actually died in Ragnarok, he is now my puppet, far weaker than his
real self."

It was the voice of a tired, apathetic and uncaring strategist that struck her ears, in kind,
Amelia Watson responds with rage:

"You Nazi! Antisemite! Go ahead and kill me already!"

[The Colossal Sin] didn't raise its voice even as Watson rages, it says:

"Watson, did you think you were the first idiot to travel back in time to kill hitler? {EL
SHADDAI} have seen people like you come and go. Always the same, thinking his plan is
imperfect, try to fix it, screws it up even more."

By now Watson is that of a coiled up worm, struggling against the snowless winter, shaking
violently. 



"Don't worry, you won't die just yet, {EL OLAM} wants me to motivate you just enough that
you will help Gabriel and Michael in fixing the timeline."

The fire subsides, the cold breezes finally slows down, giving Watson a kindle of light to see.

[The Behemoth Of Sadism] scuttles away from her completely, back into the light, Amelia
Watson crawls away from the black fire.

"Tsk tsk, what would Simon Wiesenthal think?"

[The Abominable Sage] then chuckles.

"Oh, I have a better idea. Krishna, would you mind bringing him here?"

Odin twirls his black beard as he leans forward.

"I would highly advise against that." Said Krishna "The timeline is already in shambles, to
bring Wiesenthal here is to ruin it even further."

"Wiesenthal was a fool." Whispered Watson Amelia "Even after the holocaust, he still
worship god as if it wasn't a part of his plan to let Hitler live."

"You're the real fool! You betray your own people to take the watch for yourself!"

Freyja stomps on the earth and faunas began to grow out of the rubbles.

"I had to!"

Watson screamed and slams her fist into the ground.

"Most Israelis still worship god, I had to betray them to ensure that the watch falls into the
right hands, my hands."

Just as Amelia Watson finished speaking, Meili accidentally broke a twig and caught
everyone's attention.

Krishna noticed Odin sliping into the back to search for the source of the noise.

Meili Portroute panics:

"Elsa! what do we do now?"

Portroute looks behind her to find that Elsa had disappeared.

"Hello child."

Odin grabs her neck just as she turns around and throws her.

Meili's jaw hit the dirt, shocking Freyja and Watson.



Distraught, Portroute quickly conjures a spell, drawing darkness from her surrounding,
launching a large cloud of smog to blind everyone.

"Wind."

[The Lying Vortex] spoke and the cloud was blown away.

Then it mocks her while approaching:

"Your powers are quaint, you must be popular with children."

Freyja comes in and lifts Odin up by his shirt collar, scolding:

"What the hell do you think you're doing!? You almost gave me a heart attack!"

"Enough."

Krishna said to the two before turning his gaze to the scared child:

"Your name is Meili Portroute, isn't it?"

"You know my name?"

Meili's voice is shaking along with her body, as Krishna moves closer, she crawls away,
crying, throwing pebbles at him:

"Please don't hurt me!"

On a nearby tree, Elsa sits with a knife in her hand.

She leaped down onto Krishna with a blade aiming for his neck.

"Stop."

Krishna activates the watch and only Elsa is frozen in midair while everyone else looked up
in astonishments.

"This area isn't safe, leave those two idiots here for Reinhard and Karsten to catch."

Said [The Herald Of Ashes] as it blazes.

"Not yet, Subaru Natsuki has yet to return."

Said Krishna.

"Subaru Natsuki?"

Watson is captivated by what he said.

"I know Subaru Natsuki will appear somewhere near here in the future, but I don't have the
slightest idea why and how he suddenly appear."



Krishna swipes his fingers on the watch as he spoke, his eyes idling and fixed on Watson's
curious expression.

"So when will he arrive?"

Freyja inquired as Meili slowly crawls away, the moment her eyes catches this insolence,
Freyja kicked the ground and a python made of plant roots erupts to snatch Meili's petite
figure.

"Right... About.... Now."

Said Krishna as a black river bursts from a cloud and poured down what looked like an 17
yearold Japanese teenager wearing a torn up orange hoodie.

"What the hell hapened to him?" 

Said Watson Amelia as Freyja rush to Subaru's destination point, yelling:

"I got him! I got him! I got him!"

Splat!

Now, Subaru Natsuki was falling, accelerating at an initial rate of 32 feets per second squared
OR 9.75 meters per second squared. 

Freyja swoop over to save him by reaching out two indestructable arms like a piano wire
waiting for an egg yolk. 

Subaru, who is now traveling at approximately a 120 miles per hour OR 193 km per hour,
hits them, and is immediately sliced into three equal pieces.

[The Smiling Pain] chuckled as each and every individual surrounding it slowly emerge from
shock to a depressing sight.

Gasps, sighs and faint sobbings spreads.



Jonah (2100 Words)

"Return By Death! Why isn't it working?!"

Lady Echidna paces herself around the table.

"Satella curses Subaru Natsuki with Return by Death so that he could rewind time whenever
he dies, right? What if! The curse isn't working because Satella doesn't want him to use it?"

Typhon suggests to the stressed Echidna.

"That's right! Typhon! You're right!" Echidna jumps up in joy "I have to astral project myself
and save him!"

Minerva then slams the table in excitements, knocking tea cup into Carmilla's clean self,
making her cry.

"All of you! Go away so I can focus my powers!"

Echidna calls for each one of them to fade away as she closes her eyes, causing the earth to
rumble.

Minerva fades while still trying to comfort Carmilla.

Daphne was still chomping down on cookies as she fades away, if it wasn't for Sekhmet's
shadow arms dragging her away from the table, she might have never finished.

The perfect world is crumbling down, a great darkness soon consumes the environment,
leaving behind only Echidna's floating spirit.

Echidna then flies into the orb, where Freyja and Krishna currently work to fix Subaru
Natsuki's gruesome fate.

Freyja's skin pigments changes colors back to coffee brown as she nervously shakes, making
her look like a dalmatian, then, with a swipe of her palm, a wave of foam forms around
Subaru's injuries, reaching across the gap, slowly pulling him together.

"Wake up."

Krishna has watch make an aura of blue light around Subaru Natsuki, reversing the damage.

As Watson slowly strides away to vomit, Odin's cane came to stop her.

"I did not lost both of my eyes only to be forced to smell your vomit."

Watson reflexively whips her left hand to cover her skirt, her iris contracts with eyelids open
wide.



Odin grabs her hand and hits her with a soft spoken voice:

"Krishna's too weak and merciful, he couldn't even realize that you're tricking him."

Watson shakes and slowly sweats, she vainly pulls her arm, expecting the man in Prussian
Blue to let go. 

"You think you can trick me, Watson? You think that just by pretending that you're stupid that
I'm somehow going to ignore the Beretta Model 70 you hid underneath your skirt?"

Odin reach out his right hand and open his palm.

"How? You're blind."

Said Watson.

"I'm Odin."

He responds.

Watson lifts her skirt and reveals the compact single-action .22-caliber semi-automatic pistol
strapped to her left thigh.

"I'll be keeping this."

Odin smiles as he walks away, setting on a collision course with Freyja.

The woman in Arsenic Green is faced with a warm embrace from her husband:

"Honey! What are you doing?!"

The man in Cyanide Blue chuckles in respond:

"I just miss you, that's all. What? Didn't you literally cried tears of ruby gold for me when I'm
not around?"

At the sentence's end, he smooches her right on the boar tattoo on her neck, watering her with
a flurry of kisses and endearing compliments.

"Did you reprogrammed their personality? [Prosecutor of Heaven]? Because I've read the
Prose Edda and their personality here seems rather inaccurate."

Krishna turns to face the pillar of black fire.

"{MY BOSS} explicitly ordered me to change their personality to better intergrate them into
the Abrahamic faith."

Said the fire.

"I see, {YOUR SUPERVISOR} is a strange being, tell me, what is your relationship with
him?"



Just as Krishna finished speaking, Subaru Natsuki slightly opened his eyes.

"He is a busy man, so he created me with the explicit purpose to test whether the humans
deserves his love."

The fire responds just as Subaru Natsuki starts to rise from his bed of earth.

"I see..." Said Krishna "This reminds me of a story a nun once told me about you:

There was once an all powerful but very busy king that wanted to see which of his children
would be worthy of his throne, so the king hired a prostitute to test how easily manipulated
each of them are.

The whore had worked tiredlessly to try and get each of the princes to reveal important
secrets belonging to the king.

After the harlot was done, she revealed to the king which one of his children managed to
control their urges and which one is destined to be disowned."

The black fire has a faint chuckle in respond to Krishna's story:

"How insulting, the nuns considered me as {GOD}s prostitute."

Krishna chuckled in respond: 

"Don't be so gloomy, none of us are responsible for our own nicknames."

Then, a voice snatched his shoulders and turned him around:

"That's easy for you to say, Lord Krishna, none of us are nicknamed by our own
worshippers."

Krishna greeted the source of the voice with a great cheer:

"Subaru Natsuki! You're awake!"

Subaru's present body is painted with little thin red lines, orange ribbon had been made from
his sweater to shield the dotted purple bruises hidden underneath his skin.

Watson crawls, then switching to feet, she accompanied her rush with a wail:

"Subaru! What happened? Where's Emilia? Where's Beatrice?"

Subaru wipes his eyes be fore descending into a violent cough as he tried to explain:

"I was transported back to modern day Japan along with Emilia, then Satella shows up and
took her away!"

Watson then asked:

"What about Beatrice?"



Watson stood there in disbelief, shuddering, she has a sudden hiccups bout.

"I know where Beatrice is." Odin taps his cane "I can sense her, she's still in 44BCE, but
somehow she managed to teleport to the island of Crete."

Just right then, Echidna's spirit can be seen by Subaru Natsuki's side, gently gliding, stroking
his hair as if to comfort him:

"Poor darling, look at what Satella did to you."

He jumps up, sweating and shaking as he says:

"D-did anybody hear that?"

"Yeah, I-"

But just before Krishna was about to answer, Watson Amelia started shouting:

"Then what are we waiting for?! Let's go save Beatrice and Emilia!"

But then Freyja interjects:

"Why? Why should we trouble ourselves with those two? Our deal was to catch Watson, not
anyone else."

Odin responds with a nod of approval:

"I'm here for to get both of my eyes back, {EHYEH ASHER EHYEH} never asked us to deal
with the task of cleaning up Watson's stupid mistakes."

Then a whisper echoes around them:

"Quiet."

Then air has turn to frost, then silence has turn to screech, the frail light that is heaven's pale
might is then poisoned by [The Venomous Shadow].

[Genesis' Nemesis] had silenced everyone around it with a single word.

Then, [The Torched Darkness] spoke with a condescending tone that quakes the ground:

"Heaven will give your left eye back, Odin... But in the price is that you and Freyja must
handle Satella and Emilia."

Then, the clouds upon heaven split, blinding everyone.

A tar pouch had fallen from the sky and Odin has sensed it.

The Man In Sapphire then stomped and cracked the earth, then he leaped and created a
vaccum with his ferocious speed.



Odin caught the falling pouch in the middle of the sky then shoots downwards, creating a
trail of blazing blue light.

Then with a burst of wind, he gracefully lands without damaging even a single scratch on the
earth.

"Darling!"

Freyja then makes her way towards him as the fire instead pointing its focus towards Watson
Amelia:

"Apostate Jew, Rebelious Atheist, Ungrateful Child, I'm almost proud."

Those words carried with it a flush of cold wind that made her shake, nevertheless, Watson
stood her ground as [The Chief Interrogator] continues:

"You remind them of Prophet Jonah, {THE LORD} had bestowed upon you a gift, yet you
deny, decry and deride his love, for this, you will pay dearly."

Watson was about to speak, but her mouth was sealed shut by [The Incendiary Snow].

Unable to speak, all she could do is think:

"I am Amelia Watson, I am 50 years old, yet I look never a day pass 20 because I choose to
use the watch that Krishna had foolishly given to Gandhi.

Every gift, every talent I have, I taught myself to perfect them, what does {DIVINITY} have
to do with my fortunate state? Nothing I say! Nay!"

With stomping feet and flailing arms as her only indication of disapproval, Watson is
completely muted from the rest of the conversation.

Subaru crouches, with hands covering his ears that are ringing.

"It hurts, it hurts."

His voice is shakey, cowardice driven, Subaru nabbed the attention of Krishna yet again.

But before Krishna could ask him what's wrong, a cold breeze from the black fire blurts:

"You need not worry about Subaru Natsuki."

And Krishna listened as Subaru's cries are answered:

"Subaru, it's me, your lovely Ekidona."

Subaru turned and look to his left:

"Witch of Greed? Why? What do you want?"

The voice answered him:



"Why? I want to help you of course. Satella and I don't get along very well too you know?"

Subaru then poisons his words with malice and pours it into her ears:

"Get away, witch! I don't want to be your puppet! I don't want to be your pawn!"

But then Echidna leans over, letting the poisonous words drools out of her ear canal and into
the dirt, she responds:

"You misjudged me, O beloved, I only wish to help you reunite with your parents."

Those words carried with it a shock, immediately, Subaru stood up:

"My parents! I have to see my parents again!"

Then Freyja called:

"Subaru! We need your help with saving Emilia."

Subaru pauses, almost in disbelief:

"Why did I ever forget about them!? Yes Freyja! Just wait a second."

Just as he runs towards the pair, he hears Echidna speaks:

"It's not your fault Subaru, Satella is so envious of your love that she probably cast a spell so
you'll forget your own parents."

Subaru growls:

"That green-eyed witch!"

Krishna look away as Subaru arrives to speak with Blue and Green, breathing a sigh relief
before another chilling call calls:

"The Jew is mine, Krishna, keep an eye on her. "

[The Fatalist Harlot] spits a speck of flames to Amelia Watson, who's just standing there,
staring at a floating Elsa that's frozen in time.

"Help me! Watson, please!"

Said Meili Portroute, during this entire episode she had been focused on doing nothing but
struggling to find a way out of her predicament.

Watson did not even pay attention to her plea as Krishna came to lift her up onto his right
shoulder with one arm and carry her back to the fire.

"Reinhard Van Astrea and Crusch Karsten should be here anytime now with a battalion of
hardened soldiers."



Said Krishna.

"I'm sure you'll find a way to deal with them, you annoying pacifist."

Said [The Enchanting Arsonist].

Light floods the air as darkness fades away, for no longer is it enslaved to [The Great
Darkness].

"Hold on a minute. Where are you going?"

Krishna stared wide-eyed at the sudden departure.

"I'm going to Crete where Beatrice is."

Then it disappeared, just like that.

"He didn't even asked for help?"

Right after that sentence, Krishna can distinctly hear Crusch Karsten and Reinhard Astrea
issuing commands nearby.

The ice that mutes Watson's scornful hiss thaws into a dew that drips with boiling rage as she
spits:

"I'll tell the legions to hurt you, hunt you, punt you and punch you, they'll believe me, but
they'll never believe you!"

Dirt and dusts, kicked up from the rumbles of a fumbling army, tumbles Krishna as he fades
away:

"You are weak without your watch, I'll watch you from far away, any day."

Watson then runs up a steep hill of rubble, there she saw Reinhard between a sea of men in
red, a red glare on his head shines as he wipes the dusts off his helm.

"Over here!"

Amelia Watson screams for a dozen more legionaires to come.

Then a large booming hum can be heard from a distant.

Her gaze is caught, there she saw Freyja pass a wooden spear to Odin with Subaru Natsuki by
their side.

His spear strikes the earth and from there, a large fountain was formed.

Mists spits and covers the sky, cotton turns to void, first droplets, then puddle, then starts an
enormous rainstorm.

"No!"



She slides down and runs through what looks like a wall made out of raining bullets.

Running feels like pushing a stone pillar through mud while your back is punctured by an
array of needles.

Tragically, when she finally arrives with bruised back, they've all disappeared.



Memento

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

"Darkness veiled the pale agnostic.

Envy's wailing, urban quaking.

Fabled veering xyst rebuilding,

Greedy witch is screeching speeches."

Lady Echidna begins in trochiac tetrameter.

From the darkness of the void, Subaru Natsuki falls into her loving embrace under a warm
and sunny sky.

His barefoot sinks into the grass, with a wheeze and pant, he anchors himself while Echidna
gently glides her palm across his cheeks.

"What? What is going on? Echidna? Why? Why am I here?"

But before his fuzzy mind is cleared, Echidna took his lips and tongue for her lecherous self.

The wrench threw herself upon him; there, she brandish a weapon underneath her skirt that
only maidens hold. 

She plucks his charming palm and drenched it with the wetness of her two holes.

Then, when he is most vulnerable; her tongue wraps around his ears, where an uruly breath
spreads, carrying with it an utmost foul sound that's drenched in lustful stench.

"Bad touch!"

He pushes and falls; on the ground, he looks up to see Echidna licks her lips, displaying a
lascivious gaze:

"You're so adorable when you're confused."

His heart beat rising, mouth drooling with saliva while hyperventilating.

"Why are you doing this? Stop manipulating me!" Subaru screams with leaking eyes.
"Where's Odin? Where's Freyja?"

Echidna stoops lower, kneeling down to meet his eyes:

"They're not here, my love." 



She snaps her fingers.

Inside of his head, countless images of him dying suddenly flashes through his mind.

Then his friends, the people he couldn't save, they too showed up in his vision.

"Their screams, their eyes, pain, pain seeping through my skin."

He cries more, mourning, his arms falls limp along with his feet, his body leans to the side
and lies down into a bed of faunas, eventually reducing to a fetus position.

"Alas, how terrible is vision when it slings no prophet to the sky?"

Echidna whispered into his ears.

"That's it Subaru, take a good look, however cleverly you sneak up on a mirror your
reflection always looks you straight in the eye."

Echidna shows him a bronze mirror as she strokes his uncombed hedgehog looking hair.

"Desire is the root of suffering."

She stood up and slowly walks to a table to pour some tea for herself.

"Greed, Subaru, Greed... Is desire."

She takes a box of cookies and brings it to him.

"Did you know that roughly 69% of Modern Day Japan's populations are buddhists?

I do, I knew what your parents are...

They would be very disappointed in you."

He startled to scream again before devolving back into a weeping mess.

Echidna then settles right infront of him, holding a cookie as if feeding an animal.

"I-I can hear them, they're screaming, bloodied weeping, their veins are drawn into a loom
and weaved into a petrified carpet."

Echidna shoves the cookie into his mouth.

"Life is just so terrible, right Subaru? You try so hard to help them, but you fail and they die,
then you try again and they die again."

He starts chewing on the cookie, but struggles in swallowing it, choking up, coughing.

"Shhh, it's alright, I'm here, I'm immortal unlike them, you will never have to see me die if
you love me."



She pats his back as he coughs out these barely visible crumbs.

"Life is suffering."

Her fingers lulls his chin upwards to gaze the Lead White pigment that is her face.

"But we can ease that suffering with love."

Subaru's eyes began to clear, with her slim fingers, his beloved Ekidona starts wiping away
his tears.

"I love a lot of people, everyone that I've ever met: Emilia, Rem, Ram, Frederica, Petra, Otto
and my parents too"

She smiles:

"Sure, but eventually they're all going to rot away, someday you'll live to see your caregivers
be turned to ash."

His head hangs low, but Echidna lifts it with a single touch as she speaks:

"Tell me, what is it that you wish for the most?"

With tears and a crumbling heart, he said:

"To save them, I don't want them to die, they should be staying with me, permanently."

Her mischievous grin is brought out at the thought of his desire.

"I can help you with that, be mine, and I'll be yours, and together we can both achieve our
dreams."

"Our?"

He pushes her away.

"You're trying to trick me again! Your greed for knowledge is unending! Serpentine of
Treachery!"

His head falls into her lap again, as if she had teleported behind him.

"Ah, I remember Eden, brings back so much memories, but Subaru, don't you think that's a
bit harsh to curse out the one person who could help you?"

He takes his head out of her comfort and rush away, where he expunges air out with
quivering fear.

"Curse! Yes! Satella already took away the Return By Death curse, I'm useless to you! The
only thing that you want is now gone, there's nothing that you could possibly want from me!"

Then Echidna appeared behind him again, stroking his cheeks in an affectionate manner:



"Wrong, you're not useless, you'll see just how much potential you truly hold."

Then Echidna shoves her right hand into his back like a blade and at once he screams with his
eyes blazing a fiery glory.

"Can you see it? All that suffering has a purpose my dear, it's molding you into a sword for
me to exact my revenge."

But before Echidna could fully explain her motive, the ground shakes at the sight of a meteor
shower.

She releases him, eyes and mouth wide in anticipation.

Subaru falls, wirthing in pain with his eyes still open.

Flashing lights, booming winds pass through the grassy plateu.

A great many giant craters now lies where her tea table is supposed to be.

From the hole, a voice cried out:

"Ὄφεις, γεννήματα ἐχιδνῶν, πῶς φύγητε ἀπὸ τῆς κρίσεως τῆς γεέννης?"

/You snakes, how have you escaped condemnation?/

"Minerva? You wrathful witch! I told you to stay out of this!"

Minerva's anger transcends light into a pinkish mist as she leaps towards Subaru.

"Did you really think that we would let your madness overtake him?"

Daphne appeared too out of another crater, strapped to her centipede coffin, she's slowly
crawling out with Carmilla tagging along.

Typhon rides upon a lioness, the fabled Sekhmet into the fray, there she jumps right between
Echidna and Subaru.

"Typhon..."

Echidna shoots a death glare as she uttered.

"I'm sorry Echidna, but I can't let you do this..."

Typhon stood her ground as Minerva elevates Subaru Natsuki to his feet.

"Are you hurt? Your body is filled with bruises."

Minerva asks as Subaru's sluggish pace carries himself towards the Witch of Greed,
demanding:

"Echidna, I want out!"



Echidna squints her eyes, panning over every single person that stood in her path, she said:

"My might towers over you. If you move a mountain, I shall move the stars."

The others looked at her in the brief moment of dreadful silence that follows.

Sekhmet the lioness begins her first advance, at once, her invisible shadow arms lunges
towards the Witch of Greed.

"How slothful."

Echidna casts a ray of light to obliterate the night.

Daphne, The Gluttonous Witch opens her mouth wide before slamming shut, creating a
powerful vaccume that lifts Echidna off her feet, pummeling her right towards her mouth.

Echidna buries her palm into the earth and lifted up a decent amount of dirt to shove into
Daphne's mouth.

The Centipede Coffin Daphne was riding then collapses as she violently vomits and coughs.

Typhon is all that's left between Echidna and Subaru, for Minerva and Carmilla's ability aren't
suited for fighting at all.

"The moment I touch you, your body will crumble to dusts."

Said Typhon.

"Then, as dusts, I shall poison your lungs."

Echidna is not impressed.

Typhon screams, barreling towards her, and she did touched her.

But Typhon was tricked, for it was only an after image.

Echidna had teleported behind Minerva and Carmilla, knocking both of them out with a swift
blast of wind.

"Time to choose me, Subaru, I can be your greatest ally and your dearest lover if you would
only choose me over Satella."

Echidna extends her arm towards Subaru as she said those words.

"Neither! I hate both of you!"

Subaru slaps her gracious palm out of his sight, prompting Typhon to once again rush
towards Echidna.

"Enough! Prideful child! Begone!"



Echidna snaps her fingers and all the witches fades away, leaving only herself and Subaru
behind.

"Do you have any idea how much I've sacrifice for you?" 

She raised up her open palm as if ready to slap him, but then lowers it as he starts to cry.

"Oh but it matters not... My ascendance is inevitable.

A day, a year, a millennium... it matters not.

I hold the patience of stone and the will of stars."

Her eyes mellow, no longer is she angry, her tears were the same as his, so her voice shakes
as she says:

"I love you, I know you don't think I do so I'll say this to end this all:

My body, my heart, my soul, my skill my mind, it all belongs to you if you would only
choose me.

Anything you want to do... With me... To me... I'll allow it, no matter how depraved or lewd
your requests maybe."

She grabs his hands and places them right onto her chest.

"This is what all lonely, depressed and socially awkward boys want, right?."

Subaru apprehends himself, trying to slip away from her bewitching good looks.

"We both hate Satella, she's the villain here, not me, I'm just your average, run of the mill...
love interest for the protagonist, right Subaru?

You love those eroticas, don't you? You've always dreamt of having a pair of breasts in your
palm to squeeze.

So squeeze them, you know you want to."

Subaru squints his eyes, his current facial shape is similar to how one might act when
chewing on a lemon.

Echidna lunges forward, whispering into his ears:

"That's right... I'm so much better than that ugly hag Satella."

She chuckles.

"Imagine the look on her face when she sees this... The man that she loves is now currently
fondling the breasts of her arch nemesis."

But upon hearing those words, Subaru Natsuki just couldn't control himself from spitting out:



"Stop it!"

He reflexively bounces away only to be pulled back by a giggling maestro.

"O kawaii koto."

Her brief moment of joy is subsided by an umbra that spreads across the sky, followed by a
loud rumbling near the horizon.

Boom! Boom! Boom!

Its roars are periodic and it dances with a rhythm.

"Who's there?! Who dares disrupt my mind palace?!"

Echidna stood up and beckons the cracks in the sky, ever expanding with each passing
beating.

"Freyja?"

Subaru calls and a voice answers him:

"Ek slæ elldi of ividiu, sua at þu eigi kemz ꜳ braut hedan."

/The evil hag I now hedge you with fire:
you shall not escape uninjured from here./

A flock of flames inexplicably screech to life to surround Echidna.

A hole is completely busted into the sky and out emerge Freyja's arm, seemingly reaching out
and is waiting for someone to grab onto.

Subaru took this chance without a second thought, immediately jumping up and sprinting
right into the hole while Echidna helplessly watches.

"My magic! I can't use my magic! What sorcery is this!? Seiðr?"

Echidna panics at the sight, screaming, cursing out before her body is drenched in shadow by
a mysterious being that appeared behind her.

From behind, a single droplet of blood lands onto her Lead White hair.

"Wha-"

Echidna turns back to see a corpse towering over her.

His height is unending, looming over the infinite sky.

His mouth is warped in a never ending glee, sporting duo opaqe yellow rows of blackened
and decaying teeths.



Only his left eye is visible, but it is completely black, except for his iris, which is a reflective
golden color; its shape and design is most notable for it resembles a Rangefinding reticle,
similar to a trijicon riflescope.

Just the sight of it left her feeling like a lone sail boat fighting against the tides of war.

"Who? Who are you?"

Echidna is completely shaken, overtaken with fear as the world she inhabits turns completey
to black by a storm conjured by a man drenched in an abyssal ocean colored cloak.

Thus saith the corpse:

"I am the unknown Will,

The Anger that threatens glory and ruin:

Lord of Storms am I,

In heaven high and caverns deep.

I am the Father of the War,

Odin for you, Wotan for him,

Wayfarer, Wanderer, beggar, king, numen, genius, strength and ring."

Chapter End Notes

"Ek slæ elldi of ividiu, sua at þu eigi kemz ꜳ braut hedan;"

Freyja's line came from The Poetic Edda, specifically from the poem Hyndluljóð, where
she faces against a witch much like Echidna.

This quote:

"I am the unknown Will,

The Anger that threatens glory and ruin:

Lord of Storms am I,

In heaven high and caverns deep.

I am the Father of the War,

Odin for you, Wotan for him,



Wayfarer, Wanderer, beggar, king, numen, genius, strength and ring."

Is from Artur Balder, in "Invocations and Oracles", Germanic Appendices, Volume V of
the Teutoburg Saga.



God Shattering Star
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"The Holocaust this {GOD} has caused distraughts-

This heart. Revenge is mending; hence, will I-

Depart {HIS} zealots' mortal heart to parts?

Is 'yes' the only answer? Yes! It's sure.

It's true as azure blue; assured as bloom."

Amelia Watson begins her monologue to Krishna with a poem in Iambic Pentameter.

"Yes, I do plan to destroy all religions, but hear me out before thou darest label me as a
villain."

Amelia Watson stands on top of a balcony that's overlooking an interrogation:

Meili Portroute and Elsa Granhiert are both being questioned by Crusch Karsten and
Reinhard Astrea.

The scenery is fierce down there, yet Watson doesn't have a hint of interest, she continues:

"In 2001, on the 11th of September; I was crowned as the 9th director of Mossad.

At that same time, half way across the world in America; the Twin Towers were struck down
by a group of religious extremists.

Now... The aftermath of 9/11 struck The United States with the same type of blind rage that
flows through my very veins right now...

You'd probably though that it's obviously because of how religion radicalizes people into
commiting acts of terrorism.

But there was also a completely different reason why I hated {GOD} and his religions...
Auschwitz.

I once thought that {GOD} would never allow this to happen if he really did exist, so I
became an atheist.

But then I was proven wrong... GOD was real... Gabriel and Michael was real... That fact
both hurt and angered me deeply...



To know that GOD exists and that he would be willing to allow such an atrocity to be
commited... And on his own chosen people no less...

That was the straw that broke me... That was the crack in the floor that begins to slowly
morphs itself into a blackhole.

From then on, I swore revenge, I promised myself that for the good of humanity, all religions
must end, starting with the Abrahamic ones.

No more sexism, no more homophobia, kill it at the roots and let the earth be free."

Elsa and Meili's tortuous screams can be heard in the background as Watson Amelia
maintains her composure.

It was strangely dissonant, how Watson would describe such a horrible thing with such a
bright and gleeful voice like that.

"Watson... Listen... I get your grievances..."

Krishna finally responds her calling, he continues:

"But I just wanted to stabilize the timeline...

Whatever grudge you have against religion doesn't really excuse the fact that you almost
destroyed all of time and history.

So please, listen to me and try your best not to mess with history any further; instead, get
back to modern times, do whatever you want there, as long as you live in the present and not
the past."

Hearing this, Watson asks:

"Is that really what you would have me do? If I commit genocide in the present time you'd
really have no problem with it? No wonder."

Krishna responds:

"Watson! That is not what I'm suggesting... Just... Please... Understand that my head along
with many others are in excruciating pain for every single second that you're still here in the
past."

Watson hears of this curious tale and asks:

"Others?"

Krishna states:

"Kali the Parvati was the one who sent me here, she helped with the creation of the watch,
but even the great Dakshina Kalika was paralyzed with an earth-splitting headache because of
your stupid antics.



But it wasn't just her; Ba'al Zebul, Inanna, Set, Hades, Quetzalcoatl, Jupiter, Maui,
Omoikane, Sun Wukong and more were all harmed by you; all enraged and with nothing else
to do, they will hunt you down for the rest of your life if you refuse to surrender."

Hearing this, Watson throws caution to the wind with a waving motion:

"Goodbye Krishna."

She ignores him, parting ways; seeing this, he fades away.

A door swings open on the balcony and in goes Pekora Usada, Sakura Miko and Korone
Inugami; they're all working together to carry this huge crate.

"Is this all that you can find?"

Watson inquired in Greek, as it is the international language at the time.

"We searched as thorough as we could, qvaestor Watson; through rock and metal and time,
this is all that's left of Alexandria Library."

Pekora asnwered just as Miko lifts to open the lid:

"Our lives are in debt to you, Great Detective Amelia Watson; so when you asked us to dig
through the rubble in search for your lost equipments, we made sure to do all that we could."

Amelia Watson then peeks into the crate and this is what she saw inside:

A Glock 17 and a Glock 19; a Galil rifle and a Mossberg 590A1; an IDF modernized M24
SWS rifle.

There are enough ammunitions in the crate for each weapons to wage a massacre on a small
village.

Besides that, various gun cleaning equipments are also present along with two basic survival
kits, some MREs and a shovel.

"Excuse me, but what are these things?" They look so... Alien."

Korone's well waranted confusion presents itself to Watson, who proceeds with a casual and
carefree attitude:

"They're all surprise tools that will help us later!"

Watson gently takes out each of the guns and dismantle them one by one to clean them of
dusts, mud and any speck of unwanted filth that might have gotten inside.

The three physicians then excuses themselves from the room to let Watson do her things.

That's when she notices a Camel Spider wandering into the room:

"Anansi? Is that you?"



Watson asked in English.

The spider looked at her in awe:

"How did you know that it was me?"

The spider spoke English with a West African accent, the kind you could find in Ghana and
the Ivory Coast.

To which she responds:

"I'm familiar with African folklore, that's why I instantly recognized that you're Anansi, the
African god of stories."

The spider clapped its two front legs:

"Bravo! What blessings to see such wisdom."

Watson lies down and crawl towards the spider:

"Why are you here?"

Anansi answered:

"I wanted to see what all the ruckus was about. Lately, everyone has been talking about you."

Watson: "Everyone?"

Anansi: "From Russia to Japan, from Israel to Palestine, from Greenland to ;the stories
you've conjured have no shortages in drama and entertainment!"

Watson eyes shines with curiosity as she continues to ask:

"How do you know all of this?"

Anansi raises himself higher to face Watson as he says:

"I am a lover of good stories! Like Odin and Omoikane!

Where ever there are whispers and talks, whenever drama is stirred up and arguments
explodes, I am always there! Listening to the rumors and jotting them down."

Watson then rests her hand for Anansi to crawl on:

"I am a trickster! A propaganda maestro! I singlehandedly orchastrated the decolonization of
Africa!"

Watson sits straight in wonder and awe:

"Were you the ones behind the Suez Crisis of 1956? Was it you who helped published the
Panama papers? The Pandora papers? What about Wiki Leaks? Edward Snowden? How



much influence do you have over the modern day media?"

The spider chuckles in respond to Watson's seemingly endless query of questions:

"Watson! You silly woman! I am the media."

Those words shook Watson to her core.

Anansi spares no rest, he refuses to stop talking, he will stop at nothing short of a 150 words
long essay to convey his true emotional upbringings:

"Every whisper, every rumor, every story, true or false, big or small; it matters not!

I am a lover of good stories! And you: Amelia Watson! Your story has inspired a great many
reviews and divisive opinions that I simply cannot get enough of!

You are the perfect protagonist for the story that I need.

A controversial story, one that would get people talking left and right! Praises and insults all
around! The polls would laugh and rage and cry at the sight of your existence!

Oh! The humanity! Imagine the outrage! The outcry! The ratings!

Imagine the admirers of Watson Amelia bravely defending their favorite character from being
absolutely massacred by her detractors on their abhorrent platforms.

You are the perfect, you are excellent, you... you... Are my favorite character.

They've bestowed upon you with so many titles:

The Blonde Beast of Israel!

The Butcher of Palestine!

The God Shattering Star!"

Chapter End Notes

The title of this chapter is a Fire Emblem: Three Houses reference.



Re Zero
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"T'was this snake's desecration of trust-

That has Eden then shake at her crust.

From the pies to the fries and the mead;

When it dies, it is hunger that I feed.

O Kvasir! To the drink! To the thrusts-

Of a war will your blood I will drink!"

Odin begins with a limerick in anapestic trimeter with an extra line at the end.

His own silhouette towers over Echidna, drowning her in a shade of molasses black.

Odin looked as if he has just been freed from Yggdrasil.

His crooked neck, malformed by his own bodyweight as he hanged himself, coupled with the
self inflicted hole caused by his own spear caused Echidna to realize:

"This is... Your old form... Isn't it, Allfather?"

Said the snake.

"Both Freyja and I are shapeshifters, I'm sure you've realized Freyja has a habit of changing
her skin color depending on her mood."

Said the corpse in return.

"What business do you have here?"

Echidna steps away of Odin's shadow, causing his head to swing and shift like pendulum
while the notches on his neck rumbles like little metal chains on a ticking pocket watch.

"You interrupted my mission, I'll kill you for that."

Said the crooked king.

"But why kill me? We are so alike, you and I."

Echidna slowly backs away to get a better view of Odin's face, for his body is so tall that
looking up is actually starting to hurts her neck.



"We're both beings with immense knowledge hidden within and we both would do anything
to gain more wisdom, so why not settle down and have a talk, let's not resolve to violence so
soon."

As Echidna looks into the abyss with golden iris strings that is his left eye, she sees
something truly alarming.

Instead of a reticle that one might find on a sniper's scope, Odin has now altered his iris so
that it would resemble a glowing digital clock, displaying a countdown down to what
Echidna thinks is her own death.

"What are you compare to me? You are the mother of Hydra and Cerberus; your lover is
Typhon, the beast who almost killed Zeus; but despite all of this, you are nothing to me, you
are completely useless... And I have no use for useless things."

Odin's eye shows that Echidna only has 5 seconds left to live, despite this, she calmly state:

"I am the Nemesis of Genesis, I am the snake in Eden, I am the [Devil]'s firstling."

And just like that, a loathing black fire blazes onto her grassy dream world as the ground
quivers.

Odin's clockwork stops right at the last 3 milisecond as the ground is suddenly flushed in a
red flood.

"You see, Odin? I am created from [My Father]'s deceitful darkness to perform as a necessary
evil in service of the greater good."

The tide has been completely turned on Odin as Echidna boasted her own status.

"Do you recognize the bodies in the waters?"

A catacomb worth of corpses then emerges from the great flood.

"Oh, haven't you noticed? They're all your friends and families whom you failed to save in
Ragnarok!

Even your enemies are here! Even Fenrir, the beast who killed you, is nothing against [The
Devil]'s might!

Fenrir, Vidar, Thor, Jormungandr, Surtr, Freyr, Garm, Tyr, Loki and Heimdall are all here!

Look at all those children, look at all those corpses!

They're dead! They're all dead because of you!"

Fear overtook Odin as he is forced to relive his memories. Frozen in his place, Odin's arms
shakes and quivers as he is faced with a monster of a thousand faces.

Echidna states:



"Ladies and gentlemen! I present to you [The Father Of Nepotism]! [The Infamous
Trickster]! [The Spectre of {GOD}s Earth]!"

The corpses are then sewn together with unforgiving barbed wires, forming a [Great Red
Dragon] that towers over Odin, whose height is already akin to that of a skyscraper.

"Wh-who!? Wh-what are you!?"

Odin's shellshocked voice jitters.

"I...? I~ Am a monument to all your sins."

All of the corpses then answers him in an ear-shattering cacophany of inhuman squeals.

He could hear the voice of children, elders, woman and men all combined together to create a
voice akin to an omnicidal mammoth.

"Do not be afraid, I am not your enemy, I am peace, I am salvation."

The [Vicar's Virulent Voice] then spoke as it casts a shadow over the brightest star.

"Freyja is need of your help, go to her now."

With a single uttered sentence, reality shifted and broke itself apart, swallowing Odin in the
rapture before returning to norm.

[The Dragon] then turned to Echidna as it spoke:

"A dragon without its wings is nothing but a snake..."

Echidna cowers before [The Gravemind], profusely apologizing:

"Forgive me father, but I had no choice but to interrupt your visit to Crete. Though I'm sure
that Gabriel and the others would be forgiving of this transgression, so please do not punish
me!"

The mangled flesh then responds:

"Nephilim, thou art born from my cruor, in due time, thou will return to my flesh, that is
punishment."

Then Echidna blinked and her world is restored.

When she opened her eyes, Echidna saw that everything was back to normal.

Her table filled with trinkets and tea, the seemingly infinite grass plain and vibrant blue sky
had return to her world.

"Echidna! My lovely Ekidona! Over here!"



It was Typhon who uttered the phrase with a joyous inflectuon while chomping on sugary
sweets and cakes.

All of Echidna's friends have returned and is calling for her to join their tea party, it was as if
nothing had ever happened.

Echidna then breathe a sigh of relief before conjuring a crystal ball that reveals Subaru
Natsuki's current location.

Upon the star studded beach of Taketomi island from modern day Japan, two beings have
sunk their feet upon the sandy marshes.

"Freyja, what are you doing?"

As Subaru Natsuki stood agasp at his current predicament, Freyja swifly drowns her eyes in
an ethereal blue color.

The woman in green slowly warps her garmets into a sultry crimson; her hair then blazes in a
passionate hue of solar gold, glaring with exuberant like some plasma torch.

"Blonde hair and blue eyes..."

Her respond only service to stupefy him further.

"I don't understand? Why did you shapeshift into a Swedish woman?"

She puts braids upon her golden crown as she spoke:

"I am Swedish, you ignoramus."

But just as she finished, a loud explosion shook the earth and spits out a pillar of dustcloud.

"That's Satella... She's angry because I refused to marry her."

Said Subaru Natsuki as he stood there like an idiot, not even bothering to dodge a debris
flying straight at him.

"Dodge! Moron!"

Freyja kicked him away before the object crashed and made a mess of the starry beach.

"How did you managed to survive in 44BC for so long with that head of yours?!"

Subaru lies in a ditch filled with star shaped sand, finally snapping out of his oblivious state,
he answers:

"Satella cursed me with an ability to turn back time whenever I die, so I'm not really familiar
with the concept of self preservation; but you don't have to worry too much, I'll get used to
it."



As Envy's wailing and urban's quaking, another batch of flying building fragments managed
to destroys the nearby neighborhood, prompting Freyja to ask:

"Where is Emilia?!"

"She's at my parents' house. I told her to hide there."

Freyja then leaps to drag Subaru out his hole and carry him on her shoulder.

"Show me the way and I'm going to carry you there."

Her feet then whipped the sand as she ran.

"But what about Satella?!"

Subaru had to scream for his voice to even make a difference when the whole city is
collapsing around them.

"Let my words be burned to thine ears, in a moment, I will leap into the cloud and descend
with enough force to crater the mellow earth and exterminate this vermin supreme."

The concrete cracks and the roads sinks with every thump and merciless beating by Freyja's
feet as she attemps to dodge the shooting building fragments of absolute cruelty that Satella
leaves behind.

"But ere this happens, I want you to get both of your parents and Emilia away from the blast
zone and back onto the beach, got it?"

As the shape of a monsterous witch showed up on the corner of his vision, Subaru has no
choice but to comply.

"I understand, but what about the survivors?"

"Survivors?! We'll be lucky if Emilia's even alive! But enough talk! Point me to where she
is!"

Like so, they traverse the barren heath, with Subaru's arm extending like a blade which cuts
through the wind, forever guiding his chariot to the haven of his choosing.

"There!"

Subaru ejected a burst of wind from his lungs and Freyja's body tenses up as she prepares to
crash through an entire building.

"Sorry, Subaru, but the landing's going to be rough."

Due the momentum she had accrued, it is completely impossible for Freyja to immediately
stop considering her speed.



And so, she decided to embrace Subaru and shield his body with her own back as she
pummels through an already torn apart residential area.

This ruckus caught the witch's attention, causing the giant shadow to slowly encroach to
where they landed.

"No! She's too close! I can't use that here!"

Freyja laments as darkness begins to flood.

"Fly, you fool! Run away, now!"

Freyja screamed for Subaru to get off her and run right as the roof above them collapses,
revealing an Elvish woman coated in a jet black aura.

"愛してる"

/I LOVE you./

The witch summoned around a dozen shadowy arms from her body to shut off all of the exits,
barring Subaru from escaping.

"Subaru, why did you insult me? Why do you deny my love and affection?"

Her voice is that of a girl his age, it was soft, kind and alluring if not a little bit shy.

But Subaru's face boils in rage as he answers:

"Because you're a terrible person! You kidnapped me! You took my friends away and you
almost murdered my family!"

The witch then quivers as she screeches:

"How dare you deny me! Ungrateful! Who gave you Return By Death? Me! I gave you the
powers of time travel and immortality and yet you treat me like this?! I am the only person in
this entire earth who loves someone as pathetic as you!"

Subaru then grabs onto a pipe and pulled himself upwards as he spits:

"Don't you try to gaslight me into an abusive relationship! You are not the only person who
loves me! My parents, Emilia, Beatrice, Rem, Otto and Petra all loved me! They all loved me
and yet you took them away from me!"

The Witch Of Envy then screams once more:

"I will kill everyone you love until I am the only person left!"

Freyja warns:

"Subaru! Behind you!"



Satella's shadow arms then lunges straight for Subaru Natsuki; but he holds firm, his heart
slowly stablilizes as his breathing is quenched.

At once, Subaru screamed as he makes his way towards the exit, dodging two, three, six arms
belonging to Satella.

"Yes! Come on! Use the fear of death to motivate you!"

Freyja screamed as Subaru continues to dodge the many tendrils, enraging the witch even
further.

"You! Will! Love! Me!"

Satella's movement became even more erratic and chaotic as she flings her arms around like
an angry child.

To Freyja's utter amazement, Subaru managed to make it towards the exit without even a
single scratch.

As he makes his way out, as Satella summons around some dozens more shadowy tentacles
to aid her, Subaru turned back to face Freyja and smiled as he nodded.

And Freyja smiled back, nodding, for she knew what's about to come next.

"Subaru Natsuki, you are an entirely different beast."

The joy and amusement Freyja had feom witnessing Subaru performing the impossible filled
her heart with such passion that her lips cracked like glass to form a devious smile as she
readies her fists.

Freyja once again shapeshifts, enlarging all of her muscles before leaping towards Satella's
face with a legendary fist.

"Hey ugly!"

Boom!

The air suddenly bursts as a shockwave riplles through cement.

The blast was so powerful that it lunged Satella through a ton of buildings before her face
finally landed on the beach.

From the dust of the collapsed residents, Freyja emerges like a horror movie villain:

"I am the queen of valkyries, I am a being of war and bloodlust... (Chuckles) It's been so long
since I've been able to unleash my full potential... Oh! This is going to be... So much fun~"

Unfortunately, this is the end of the story. Due to psychological reasons, the author has
decided to cancel the story. This is goodbye.



Chapter End Notes

Kvasir is a being well versed in poetry from Norse Mythology.

Kvasir was killed and his blood was made into mead.

It is said that whoever drinks this mead will also gains his ability to become well versed
in poetry.

Odin was also known to have drank his mead.



Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/31859770/comments/new
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